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The l2rqe neq:.ltiv~1 m<.~ _netic Okoha:t:pton i,nomaly, 
northwc::-:;t of tiH! Dartmoor r::r:•nite, and rock :;cmpJ.cs fro;~ ~.hn 
s a r.1 a 1 o c r.! 1 i t y , 111 c r e s t u d i a· d t o d n t C! r m : n e t h ' : ;_; : u ::. i-' o f t h f~ 
magnetic disturbnnce~ in this area. fin8ralogic~l 
oxami.:·••:tion rtJve•:lHd that the fGrrornagnetic rninorol 
pyrrhotite (re1s8 ) h~~ beHn dove!o ad i~ rocks within, ~nd probnbly beyonCJ, the meta•:_1or.pliic ~ureola. r•:agnetic meaoure-
ments of the reel< samples sug-;estod tllat ttHJ Carboniferous 
sediments' not:::bly shales' have a mean Q value of 3. 57, and 
ttiat the direction of magnetisation is necr ·t1orizont:1l and 
reve-rsod. 
r::odals rnacfe to clefino tt~r-1 profile::: across t: r; 
Okehampton Anomaly suggected that the causal body waG 
C(JB\fJO!:;ite, dipped north at 30.:. onrl held an u:~dulatinC) surfUlca. 
This could be intarpratad as faulted 3nd fold8d Lower 
Carbon! f erous rock::; Llhich dis npp o :tr north i rom thr. e):poced 
Meldon inlier under ovorlyina ~pp•:r Carboniferous sHdimonts. 
The 30° dip of th~ slnbs of mngnatis~d roGk in tho s~mo as 
tl1e dip of t.hR r:irlgo of the Per!:"!O=C~::bo;;if;:;rous ·~·r-,- .. .ii:.:: from 
l!•hic:h rnineralising fluicls e~man;:-,tad to· ciE!posit pyrr .• otite in 
the Lower Carbonifa~ous sediments. The directi:ns of m~ynet­
isntion usod in thG models .:or~cGpond ·to typical oar.ly 
Permian directions nuggesting that the maanetic propertioo 
of the rock could be attribut8d to pyrrhotito emploced at 
the tima of tho gr~nite intrusion. 
Comparison to•ith other ma!Jnetic anomulies found around 
thl:1 northern et;ga of the Ourtmoor granit·e, vher-e it dJ :ts 
ag a.i ns t C arb ani fa reus 5 ed imen t S, :; llOioiE!d that thiS o:·:pl on at ion 
is tenable elsowl1ero. It wcs also noted that_ lrlhe~-o pyroclastics 
nro interbodded with tl)c Carboniferous sedimento tha nnomaly 
war: the n:ost pronounced. This wns- attributoc to t;;n 'abunr~ant 
supply of sulphur and iron in the ·volcanico which colld be ::! 
sourcEJ for pyrrhotita devnlop::ent. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS yiOBK 
1.1 Introduction 
The area of study is ~ locality in the south-west 
of England where there is an extensive magnetic anomaly 
lying just to the north of the Dartmoor and Bodmin Moor 
granites. This anomnly occurs over the southern half 
of the mid uevon syncline where carboniferous rocks are 
exposed (see Fig. 1.1). The anomaly is elongate with 
its long axis running approximately west-east. Its 
southern margin, like the southern limit of the 
carboniferous rocks, is deflected northwArds by the two 
granit~ masses: Bodmin Moor granite to the west ~nd 
the larger Dartmoor granite to the east. As the overlay 
to Fig. 1.1 shows, large local positive anomalies are 
found along this southern boundary and even larger 
negative anomalies flank them to the south. One of 
these pairs of anomalies is studied here. It is that 
found north-west of the Dnrtrnoor grante, and centred 
2 km. south-west of Okehampton (see Fig. 1.1). 
The Okehampton anomaly, as it is called, was first 
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WI W granite 
_//fault /axis of syncline 
A Sample Site 
~1 Bridestowe, near A30 
~2 Near Meldon Village 
3 Meldon Quarry ~4 Aggetts Quarry 
+c. outside 
metamorphic aureole 
THE GEOLOGY OF MID DEVON AND EAST CORNWALL - showing towns 
and collection sites (after Edmonds et· al, 1975) 
fully defined during the period 1958-59 when the 
1:625,000 aeromngnetic map 9f south-west England was 
being made for the Geological Survey. As the overlay 
to Fig. 1.1 shows it is a negative anomaly roughly 
6 km. by 1.5 km. in size, and peaking nt about 2.5 km. 
from the granite contact. The positive peak, which 
flanks it approximately 2 km •. to the north, is sm~ller 
in amplitude. The axes of both anomalies run approx-
imately parallel to the· granite contact, and, in this 
aerial survey, the peak to peak nmplitude of these two 
related anomalies was measured as 550~. As Fig. 1.1 
shows the negative O.kehampton Anomaly occurs partly 
over the Lower Carboniferous inlier found in that 
locality. 
This thesis describes the work done to determJ.ne 
a possible explanation of this mAjor anomaly and 
winor disturbances to its south-west in terms of the 
geology and mineralogy of the area. 'Four traverses 
were made using a proton precession magnetometer. 
Rock samples were taken from various sites in the area 
(see Fig. 1.1), and their magnetic and mineralogical 
properties were studied. 
1.2 The general geology of the field area 
The regional setting of the field area is shown 
Fig. l.l; namely the region south-west of Okehampton 
in which·sites 1, 2 and 3 are found (site 4 is beyond 
the main study area). It is ·located on the southern 
on 
flank of the mid Devon syncline where the older rocks 
, are exposed as inlt ers in the Upper Culm MeA sure, 
sediments (Culm Measure is a local term synonymous 
with Carboniferous). There are a series of these 
inliers along the southern margin of the Culm Measures. 
They comprise rocks of Upper Devonian and Lower 
Carboniferous age. The inlier, known as the Meldon 
inlier, and situated 2 km. south-west of Okehampton, 
is of sp~cial interest here as it roughly coincides 
with the Okehampton Anomaly. The Meldon inlier is 
shown in more detail in Fig. 1.2. It is the northern-
most inlier, running from. the Sticklepath fault, 
through Meldon, to Bridestowe~ 
Even though early workers· (De ln Beche,. 1839, 
Sedgwick and Murchison, 1840, Ussher, 1893, 1900, 1901) 
wade great contributions to the study of the Culm 
Measures and introduced their own classific~ttons, the 
lithostratigraphic succession used here will be that ~ 
.described by Dearman and Butcher (1959), but the nomen-
clature is that used by the I.G.S. (Edmonds et al, 
1968)(see Table 1.1). 
The oldest of these formations is the Meldon 
Slate-with-lenticles Formation. This formAtion is a 
meruber of the Transition Series which straddles the 
boundary between Devonian and Carboniferous being part 
Famennian and part Tournaisian in age. The formation 
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Fig; 1.~· Geology of north-west Dartmoor (Dearman and Butcher, 1959) 
· Upper 
. Carboni! erous 
Table 1.1: Lithostr~tigr~nhic Senuence of the Rocks in Meldon Are~ 
(Stratigraphy after De~rmAn And Butcher, 1959, 
nomenclature c1fter Edmonds et ~1, 19o-9) 
Crackington .Formation - ~hAles and turbidite sandstones 
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Meldon Chert Formation 
(74 m.) 
(interbedded black shales and radiolariRn cherts 
(strata limestones 
Meldon Slate and Quartzite Formation (164 ~.) 
(interl~minated shale· ~nd qu~rtzite 
(volc~nics . 
(massively bedded black sh~les 
(thinly bedded white ~nd brown 
( slaty ouartz1tes 
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Meldon Slate with Lenticles Formation - alternations of dark brown slqtes 
(thickness unknown) and th:nlv b~dded or lenticular 




thinly bedded or lenticular coarse green siltstones. 
Overlying these rocks nre the Meldon Slate-and-
Quartzite and Meldon Chert Formations which are both 
Lower Carboniferous in age; the latter being the 
younger. 
The Meldon Slate-and-Quartzite Formation can be 
divided into five w~in units, listed below, with the 
youngest bed at the top:-
70' (22 m.) interlnminated shales and 
Quartzites 
200' (62 m •) volcanics 
130' ( 40 m.) lilassively bedded black shales 
45 I (14 m.) thinly bedded white and brown 
slaty quartzites 
85' (26 m •) black chiastolite shales 
Of particular note is the volcanic group, as it forms 
a prominent horizon and is known to be magnetic (Beer 
and Fenning, 1976). It consists of pyroclastic rocks, 
notabli tuffs and spilitic agglomerates. They were 
all laid down under marine conditions and may be 
graded or cross laminated. The volcanic group 
decreases in thickness in all directions from the 
l1eldon centre. 
There are three divisions in the Meldon Chert 
Formation making up a total thickness of 240 1 (74 m.). 
The list below puts the youngest rock at the top:-
20 1 ( 6 m.) lin1es tones 
120' (37 m.) interbedded black shales and 
radiolarian cherts 
100' (31 m.) strata limestones 
·. 
The strata limestones can p~ss laterRlly into cherts· 
and the radiolariRn cherts into black calcareous 
shales. This suggests that the various rocks are 
lenticular deposits as does the fRet that there is 
a sporadic distribution of limestone in the area. 
The inlier is surrounded by rocks which are 
Upper Carboniferous in age. They are the shRles 
and turbidite sandstones of the Crackington 
Formation. They are fairly uniform in composition, 
although zones of iron nodules have been found. One 
such zone was exposed during house constructions 
near the A30 at Bridestowe (site 1 on Fig. 1.1). As 
Table 1.1 shows there is a gap in the stratigraphic 
sequence between these rocks and the underlying 
Lower Carboniferous and Transjtion S~ries sediruents 
which make up the Meldon inlier. 
Fig. 1.2 shows a more detailed map of north-
west Uartmoor, compiled by Dearmon and Butcher (1959). ~ 
The field area is in the north-west quarter and the 
Meldon inlier is that stretching from the Sticklepath 
fault west, through Meldon, to Bridestowe. Further 
south there are two other inliers; the Lydford inlier 
and the Petertavy inlier. The stratigraphy of these 
inliers is similar to that of the Meldon inlier, except 
that volcanics can be found in horizons other th~n the 
Slate-and-Quartzite Formation. As Fig. 1.2 shows; 




The outcrop At Meldon is the most complicated but 
this is a structural feature and not related to any 
major differences in lithology. In fact, allfue 
inliers of Trans1tion Series and Lower C~rboniferous 
rocks which outcrop along the southern margin of the 
.Culm Measures (see Fig. 1.1) have a similar lithology. 
Edmonds (1974) compAred severAl inlters and noted the 
followin~ sequence:-
General name 
Stratigraphic of formation in 
Age the region N-W Rock Type 
of the Dartmoor 
granite 
Chert Shale and cherts 
9·. 
Middle and 
Upper Visean lt,orma t ion (ltmestones, volcanics) 
Tournai sian- Sla.te-and- Shales 
Visean Quartzite (volcanics, quartzites) 
li'ormation 
Femennian- Sla te-wi t;h- Sh::~le~ 
Tournaisian Lenticles (siltstones ::md 
li'orma t ion siliceous, earthy or 
calcareous lenses) 
The rocks in brackets are not ubiquitous 
The names of the three formations change from inlier to 
inlier. Usually only t~e place name changes such as 
the Meldon Chert Formation becoming the Watervale Chert 
Formation when it is exposed in the Lydford inlier (see 
Fig. 1.2), and, similarly, rocks of comparable age, 
I 
exposed north of the Bodmin Moor grnnite are known ~s 
rocks of the Fire Beacon Chert Formation. 
The table above shows that the predominant rock 
type is shale and that the sediments become more 
calcareous up the sequence. It also shows that 
volcanics are found throughout the Upper Tournai~ian 
and Visenn. 
1.2(i) Igneous Rocks 
The mos~ prominent igneous rock in the Meldon 
district is the Dartmoor granite which is the largest 
and most eastern batholith of a chain which stretches 
across Devon and Cornwall. It consists of two ·main 
types of granite; a highly porphyritic variety referred 
to as giant granite (Brammall and Harwood, 1923), 'G' 
(Osman, 1924) or big feldspar granite (Edmonds et al, 
1968), and a non porphyritic rock known as blue granite 
• (Brammall and Harwood, 1923), 'Gl' (Osmond, 1924) or 
.poorly megacrystic granite (Edmonds et al, 1968). 
The blue granite is a medium grained, hypidio-
morphic quartz-feldspar-biotite rock which contains 
scattered crystals of feldspar and quartz which make 
up less than 5% of the rock and are normally less than 
25 mw~ in length. This granite is overlain by the 
big feldspar granite which is considered to be a 
marginal facies and shows abupdant evidence of con-
tamination by country rocks. It has a similar 
composition to the underlying granite but the feldspar 
10. 
megacrysts are better developed, being over 25 mm. in 
length and taking up ~ore than 5% of the rock. In 
the Okehampton area 70~ of the granite j.s the big 
feldspar variety. Fine grained variants of this rock 
occur as minor intrusions as do a variety of aplites. 
These cut across both types of granite and belong to 
a distinct and later period of intrusive activity. 
Many authors, of who~ Ussher (1888) was the first, 
suggested that the Dartmoor granite was an asymmetrical 
laccolith with a flat body intruded northwards from a 
feeder further south. The gravity survey, conducted by 
Bott, Day and Masson-Smith (1958), also suggested this 
mode of intrusion. Interpretations based on this 
gravity survey indicated that the granite contact.is 
steep ~long its southern, eastern and northern contacts 
while there is a more gentle dip along th~ western 
margin. Field evidence shows that the contRct dips 
outwards at 20°-30° in the Okehampton region, and 
becomes steeper to the east (Edmonds et al, 1968). 
Field evidence also indicates that the granite is 
post Culm Measure but pre Permian red beds (Edmonds 
et al, 1968). This was confirmed using K-A~ age 
dating (Miller and lvtohr, 1964) \vhich put its age of 
intrusion at about 280 .r-1·. Y., which is early Permian. 
Dolerites and volcanics are t~e other igneous 
rocks found in the area. The pyroclastics, marked as 
volcanics on Fig. 1.2,.mainly comprise the tuffs and 
11'. 
agglomerates of Shale-end-Quartzite FormRtion, although 
they can be found in association with Chert FormRtion 
rocks in the Petertavy inlier (see Fig. 1.2). The 
dolerites are only found in the Lower Culm Me~sure 
rocks in the Meldon district while, further south, near· 
Pe.tertavy, they are found as intrusions in. Upper Culm 
Measure rocks. 
1.3 Metamorphi~m, mineralisation and m~gnetism 
of the Culm Measures at Meldon 
Fig. 1.2 shows that the Meldon inlier, as well 
as the eastern ends of those inliers further south, is 
within the metamorphic aureole of the Dartmoor granite, 
which has a maximum width of 2 km. (Geological Survey 
Map No; 324) although Dearman and Butcher (1959) believe 
that it is as narrow as 1500 ft. (462 ~.). 
The thermal metamorphism of the Dartmoor granite 
caused an internal rearrangement of constituent elements 
'· of the country rock in the presence of hydrous fluids 
derived from the magma. However these changes are often 
masked by metasomatic changes which probably occurred 
later (Dearman and Butcher, 1959). There is evidence 
of this metasomatic change in both the granite and 
country rocks. Stone and Austin (1961) noted that 
K-feldspar megacrysts were developed across the 
bound~ries of aplites and xenoliths in the granite and 
suggested that this was a result of late stage potash 
metasomatism. In the country rock examples of late · 
12. 
stage metasomatism include the development of biotite 
(potRsh metasomatism) in some dolerites, and tourmaline 
and aximite (boron metasomatism) in some sedimentary 
hornfelses (Edmonds et al, 1968). 
The degree of thermal ruetamorphism decreases away 
from the granite so at the outer edge of the metamorphic 
aureole, which corresponds to the northern contact of 
the Meldon inlier, the sediments only show a mild 
induration. Nearer to the granite they become harder 
and spotting occurs, while very close to the granite 
hornfelses are developed. These ho~nfelses are mainly 
restricted to the Upper Culm Measure sediments which 
outcrop between the granite and the Meldon inlier, but 
they do occur in the inlier itself. 
Altered argillaceous rocks give rise to quartz-
biotite-cordierite hornfelses in the Upper Culm Measure 
rocks"found between the granite and the inlier. Biotite 
continues to be developed in shales, located further 
from the granite and which ar~ not hornfelsed. The 
shales of the Transition Series (Slate-with-lenticles 
·Formation) can form brown biotite rich bands which 
simulate calc-flinta. True calc-flintas, or fine 
.grained calc-silicate hornfelses, are the alterRtion 
product of cherts and calcareous siltstones, primarily 
from the Chert Formation (Dearman and Butcher, 1959). 
Little or no biotite is developed in the sand-
stones and sil~stones, but muscovite and quartz with 
some chlorite, andalusite or cordierite may be found. 
The sandstones and siltstones of the Crackington 
Formation rocks adjacent to the granite are the most 
affected and boron metasomatism, giving rise to the 
develop~ent of tourmaline, has occurred in these rocks • 
. The cherts and limestones of the Chert Formation 
have been the most affected by thermal metamorphism and 
metasomatism. As has been mentioned above, calc-flintas 
are a common alteration product, though pure limestone 
near the southern margin of the inlier has been con-
verted to marble (Dearman· and Butcher, 1959). Pyrrhotite 
is a common accessory constituent and probably resulted 
from the alteration of pyrite originally contained in. 
these rocks (Edmonds et al, 1968). Pyrrhotite is also 
. found as an accessory mineral in the calc-silicate 
assemblages which Are helieved to be the alteration 
product of cherts. Edmonds et al (1968) suggest that 
during metamorphism, calcium, aluminium, iron and 
magnesium tended to migrate from calcareous And 
argillaceous horizons into the cherty bands interbedded 
with them. However the samples studied by Cornwell 
(1967) and Beer and Fenning (1976) show that pyrrhotite 
development is not restricted to the Chert Formation 
cherts and limestones as. it was found in sh~les and 
·sandstones. It is not uncommon for this mineral to be 
developed in thermally metamorphosed black shales.or 
other rocks rich in iron and·sulphur (Harbord, 1962), 
14. 
but it seems that the pyrrhotite development .in these 
shales is largely the result of metasomRtisrll rRther th.t=~n 
the thermal metamorphic alteration of detrital iron 
sulphide, such as has occurred in the cherts. This 
metalliferous metasomatism within the metamorphic 
aureole was followed by later .hydrothermal veining in 
both grRnite and country rock for a distance of up to 
4.5 miles (7 km.) from the granite cont[!ct (Edmonds· 
e t a 1, 1968) • 
From the point of view of the present study the 
development of pyrrhotite is illiportant as it is a 
magnetic mineral. Beer and Fenning (1976) noted that 
the rocks exposed along the margins of the inlier tended 
to have a significant magnetisation. As Fig. 1.2 shows 
the outermost rocks largely comprise those of the Chert 
Formation and it has been shown (Edmonds et al, 1968) 
that the ffiagnetic mineral pyrrhotite is often developed 
as an accessory mineral in the m~tamorphosed cherts and 
limestones of this formation. Another group of rocks 
near to the margins of the Meldon inlier are the 
volcanics of the Slate-and-Quartzite ~~rm~tion. These 
form a pronounced magnetic horizon, but this is prob~bly 
the result of a high magnetite content, though 
pyrrhotite does occur (Edmonds et al, 1968). 
Even though the volcanics and rocks of the Chert 
Formation form prominent magnetic horizons the wide-
spread distribution of pyrrhotite ensures th~t many of 
the rocks within 7 kw. of the granite contact have a 
significant mngnetisation. The following extr~ct from 
the Okehampton f;lemoi r (Edmonds et a 1, 1968) describes 
the distribution of this mineral:-
11 0f the metalliferous minerr!lS seen =3t the 
surface, pyrrhotite is the most widespread 
~nd also the most 3bundant. It occurs 
chiefly in finely disseminated form in 
calc-silicate, limestone, sandstone and 
argillaceous or silty argillaceous beds. 
Locally it may account for up to 5 or 6 
per cent of these rock types. In the 
harder chert, dolerite and volcanic 
horizons, the mineral is more commonly 
developed in veins and along joints. 
Disseminated crystals of pyrrhotite do 
appear in these rocks, however, and in 
dolerites this sulphide locally replaces 
ilmenite. 11 
In summary it seems that pyrrhotite can be developed 
in one of two ways; as the thermally altered product 
of detrital sulphides or metasomatically emplaced as a 
disseminated or vein mineral. It is confined to the 
metainorphic aureole unless 1 t is formed as a vein 
miner~l when it can be found nt distances as great as 
7 km. from the granite contact. The significant values ' 
for the magnetisation measured in some of the Culm 
Measure rocks within the metamorphic aureole of the 
Dartmoor granite have been attributed to thi~ mineral 
(Cornwell, 1967, Edmonds et al, 1968, Beer and Fenning, 
1976) though it is less likely to be responsible for the 
magnetic properties of the volcanics and dolerites. In 
fact, the behaviour of the dolerites in the area is 
anomalous as they have a mean magnetisation less than 
that fo~ dolerites found elsewhere (Creer, 19~6). 
16. 
1.4 Structure 
The structure in the Meldon district is illustrated 
in Fig. 1.3. This shows that the Meldon inlier is 
essentially a faulted anticlinal structure, which hns ~ 
complementary syncline to the south. The fold (Fig. 
l.)(a)), or folds where several have been developed 
(Fig. l.](b)) have straight limbs and turn sh3rply. 
The normal and inverted limbs of these recumbent folds 
dip north at 30° and 60° respectively. The axial plane 
faces south and dips nt 45°. This structure of zig-zag 
folds is further complicated with various types of 
faulting. 
The faulted anticline, or anticlines, which make 
up the Meldon inlier, are some of the many recumbent 
folds which form part of the southern flank of the 
mid-Devon syncline. As will be discussed 1 !:lt:ol" ~ouol"o1 -··· "'_ ... , ....,_ .............. .... 
explanations of their formation have been suggested, 
such as variation in strain from north to south, or that~ 
.these folds are superimposed on a major .overfold formed 
before the granite was intruded. 
The smaller folds are overturned and dip north. 
They ~re found in a belt which stretches from just east 
of the Sticklepath fault west-south-west to the coast 
at Efford Cliff (SX 2200·1060)(Sanderson and Dearman, 
1973). The amplitude and wavelength of the maj~r fold 
at Meldon has been shown (Dearman, 1969) to be of the 
same order of magnitude as the folds at Sticklepath 






(a) Profile roughly coincides with part of Line } 
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Fig. 1.3 showing cross-sections through the Meldon inlier-
marked·on the map on Fig. 1.2 as (a) AA' and (b) BB' (after 























Lower Culm Measures (Lower Carboniferous) 
Basement 
Boundary of Granite (intruded later) 
Fig. 1.4 tiagrams showing the possible sructure in 
~ne Okehampton region. 
19 •. 
Half wnve length .am.Jlltl~ 
Meldon 1.5 k.m. 0.5 km. 
Sticklepath 2.5 km. 0.5 km. 
Efford Cliff var1.able 0.5 km. (mean ,.., 2. 5 km.) 
The easterly trending ridges of the Chert Formation 
between Uartmoor and Launceston (see Fig. 1.2) have 
similar periodicity, though no estimates of the 
amplitude had been made in 1969. 
Further south, in a zone which stretches from 
Lydford to Tintagel (Fig. 1.1) the folds have a 
different style (Sanderson and Dearm~n, 1973). They 
still trend approximately west-east but they are 
recumbent rather than overturned. This change in fold 
inclination can be explained (Edmonds et al, 1968) 
in terms of a major overfold. This overfold was caused 
when basement rocks were thrust northwords under the 
southern limb of the mid-Devon syncline. As Fig. 1.4(a) ~ 
shows, the Culm Measure rocks were overturned on this 
basement slab and minor folds were developed within 
them. Larger folds were developed in the Lower 
Carboniferous rocks than in the overlying incompetent 
Upper Culm Measure Crackington Formation. The north-
south·change in dip of the axial planes from recumbent 
to overturned is then explained, since their inclina-
tion is determined by the dip of the major fold on· 
which they are superimposed. Fig. 1.4(a) illustrates 
this point. 
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However, Sanderson ~nd Dearman (1973) suggest that 
this explanation is not tenable, ~s the transition from 
upright to recumbent folding can be explained in terms 
of strain increase from north to south. And Selwood 
and McCourt (1973), even though they proffer no 
explanation of how the Meldon anticline formed, argue 
that ••the change from overturned to close recumbent 
folds observed west of Dartmoor need not be associated 
with underthrusting or any special mechanism: it need 
only signal the passage into a syncl1n~l fold zone 11 • 
This suggests that the Meldon folds form part of the 
southern flank of the mid-Devon syncline~ As it ~ips 
more steeply to the north, so do the axial planes of the 
smaller folds (see Fig. 1.4(b)). 
Either of these interpretations could be used to 
explain the geology between Bridestowe ~nd Tavistock 
(see Fig. 1.2). The ridges of the Chert Form~tion 
rocks are the remains of synclines separated by anti-
clines which bring the older Slate-with-Lenticles 
Formation to be exposed ·(Dearman, 1969). These folds 
have wavelengths of the .same order of magnitude as 
those in the zone which runs from the Sticklepath fault 
to the west Devon coast (Dearman, 1969). 
· It is worth noting that both structural inter-
pretations suggest that a aeries of recumbent folds in 
the Lower Culm Measures continue northwards under the 
Crackington Formation rocks and bec~me progressively 
deeper. Also, if they possess the same characteristics 
21~ 
as those exposed nt the surface, they will h~ve a half 
wave-length of 2.5 km. and nn amplitude of 0.5 km. 
However, to describe the structure of the Carbon-
iferous rocks north and west of the DRrtmoor granite in 
terms of folding alone is to oversimplify the situation. 
In the Meldon area three types of faulting have been 
observed (Dearman and Butcher, 1959):-
(i) strike faults ~long the bedding 
(ii) normal faults parallel to the steep 
inverted bedding 
(iii) reverse faults following the angle of 
the bedding in the normal limbs of 
the folds 
These faults have elongated the anticline (Dearman, 
1968) giving the rocks a structure like a pack of once 
vertical playing cards which have been to the 
south·and slipped. The faults tend to dip ~tangles 
of 30° and 60° to the north since they follow the ·. 
bedding of the normal and inverted limbs. Fig. 1.3 
illustrates the way in which the faults alter the 
apparent shape of the anticline so that it appears to 
dip less steeply to the north. The normal faulting 
could provide another mechanism by which Lower 
Carboniferous rock can b€ found at progressively greater 
depths to the north under the Crackington Formation.· 
Alternatively, reverse faulting such as that shown in 
Fig. 1.3(b) may ensure that Lower Carboniferous rocks 
are kept near to the surface. 
22. 
In summary 1 thenJthe structure in th~ Meldon 
district can be described in terms of A faulted anti-
cline flanked to the south by a syncline which is 
truncated by the granite (see Fig. l.J). It is believed 
(Dearman and Butcher, 1959, Freshey and Taylor, 1971, 
Sanderson and DeArman, 1973, Hobson and s~nderson, 1975) 
that the rocks which form the Meldon inlier continue 
north under the Crackington Formation rocks as well as 
to the south where they outcrop as inliers (see Fig. 
1.2). The concealed Lower Carboniferous rocks which 
continue north may form a series of ever deepening 
folds (see Fig. 1.4) though faulting, such as that 
seen at Meldon, may bring certain rocks up near the 
surface, or place others at greater depths. 
1.5 Previous geophysical investigation. 
The first relevant geophysical work to be done in 
the Cornubian peninsula wa~ carried ciut in 1936 when 
B~llard and Jolly ruade a number of pendulum gravity 
measurements in Devon and Cornwall using a pendulum 
gravimeter. Then, in 1958, Bott, Day and Masson-Smith 
used a Worden gravimeter to make a comprehensive gravity 
map of Cornubia. This shows a belt of negative anomalies 
which follows the line of the granite chAin. The 
gravity lows are more marked over the exposed granites 
but their persistence in the intervening areas suggests 
that the granites are connected at depth- an idea 
first put forwa~d by Murchison and Sedgewick in 1840 to 
explain the continuity of mineralisation between batholiths. 
The Dartmoor grnnite is the largest and most eastern 
batholith. On the basis of a gravity interpretation its 
northern contact js thought to dip at ~n angle in 
the range 40-75° and descend to a depth of at least 
10 km~ This is for a density contr~st of 0.16 g.cm.-3 
between the granite ~nd the denser Culm Measures (Bott, 
Day and Masson-Smith, 1958). In the Okehampton area 
the contact is thought to dip at 2.0-30° near the surfci.ce 
(Edmonds et al, 1968). The gravity map shows that the 
negative anomaly caused by the granite has a gently 
sloping northern edge and that no other gravity 
disturbances have been detected in the area. 
As well as conducting a gravLty survey Bott, 
Day and Masson-Smith (1958) made some exploratory 
magnetic traverses using vertical field magnetometers. 
The main feAture observed was that the magnetic field 
north·of the line of granites was wuch higher than that 
over thE:! granite or the rocks to 1 ts south. Along the ~. 
course delineating the northern limit of the gravity 
low very large local negative magnetic anomalies were 
found, flanked to their north by a belt of positive 
magnetic anomalies. It was suggested that the main 
positive anomaly (see ~verlay to Fig.l.l) was caused 
by highly polarised rocks beneath the Carboniferous 
sediments which dwind.le north\·Jards, or basen;ent meta-
morphics brought nearer to the surface as a result of 
Hercynian thru~ting in this region. No suggestions 
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were put forward as to the cause of the locRl negRtive 
anomalies. 
The fact that the junction between the gra.vity lows 
and gravity ~ighs roughly coincides with the line of 
granites supports the idea thnt the cupolas are connected 
at depth. It also suggests that the ruagnetic features 
found along this line are associated with the contact 
between the granite and the more magnetic country rock 
to the north. The broad regional change from persistent 
low to persistent high (see overlay to Fig. 1.1) 
suggests that the polarisation contrasts go down ·to 
great depths. ·No comparable contrast is found south of 
the granite~ indicating that the magnetic properties of 
the rocks found in south Devon are similar to the 
granite. 
In 1965 the Geologic~l Survey published Hh 
aeromagnetic map of Cornubia (scale_l:625,000). An ~irbo~ne 
fluxgate ~agnetometer had been used. This 1nstrument 
measures the total magnetic field so the survey was· 
the first total field survey of the area. No large. 
scale interpretation was done but the survey did 
'· 
confirm the fi~dings of Batt, Day and Masson-Smith (1958) 
and showed the magnetic anomalies in greater detail and 
extent. Part of this m~p is shown on the overlay to 
'Fig. 1.1. 
Using this aeromagnetic data and ~upplementary 
ground .measurements, made by the Geophysical Department 
. . 
of the Geological Survey in 1963/64, using a proton 
precession magnetometer, an interpretation of the 
anomalies encircling the nort.hern edge of the u~rtmoor 
granite was ~ttempted (Edmonds et al, 1968). The 
conclusion reached was that concealed, but near surface 
bodies, probably igneous intrusions, situated directly 
under the anomaly, 2.5 km. to the north of the granite 
contact1 caused the large negative anomalies. The 
Okehampton Anomaly was found to have a peak to peak 
anomaly of 550~. Using the graphical method of 
Bruckshaw and Kunaratnam (1963), this body was esti-
mated at being at a depth of 150-250 feet (46-81 rn.), 
but no estimation of the width was recorded. From the 
fact that the negative anomaly is positioned south of 
the positive peak it was assumed that the causal body 
was reversely magnetised. Th~ I.G-.S. found thar more 
.de&nitive in-ferpretation proved diHiculc a.s most _methods l:hen 
a.vaila_bl.e as~umed that magnetisation ar~se purely 
from induction in the earth's field. 
To accompany this work the Geological Survey 
(Edmonds et al, 1968) mea·sured the susceptibility of 
a number of rock samples taken from the Meldon area. 
The results are shown in Table 1.2. It was noted that 
the values ~f the susceptibility of the granite were 
low and uniform, thus accounting for the low magnetic 
field,and lack of relief on the aeromagnetic map, 
across the granite exposure. By contrast, the measure-




Number. of Rnngc of I Rock ?-'YPe Localtty specimens su sceptt bilMt (K x lo-b u· · .·s) 
Granite Dortmoor 13 7-18 
Albite- Sourton Tors 2 I 54 
dolerite (near I Bridestowe) 
Meldon 2 I 110-234 
.. 
Pyrrhotite- I Meldon 1 13500 I bearing 
calc-silicr:Jte 
hornfels '· 
Carboniferous Various 16 7-380 (Culm Ne:::~sure) 




from the metamorphic aureole, were varied, r~nging from 
7-380 x lo-6 c.g.s. unita. On closer examin-
ation it proved that those samples with the highest 
susceptibility contained the magnetic iron sulphide 
pyrrhotite. This mineral was also present in the 
sample with the highest susceptibility: the pyrrhotite-
bearing calc-silicate hornfel~. The twelve samples of 
Carboniferous sediment which did not contRin pyrrhotite 
-6 ~ t.Q -b had a range of susceptibility of 7-39 x 10 e.g.s.\.88-,70xl0 
S.I. units). Apart from the pyrrhotite bearing calc-
silicate hornfels the only other rocks with high 
susceptibility were some of the albite dolerites. 
T~e Geological Survey (Fenning, in Edmonds et al, 
1968) concluded that the uniform nature and large areal 
extent of the anomalies made the possibility of their 
arising from mineralisation with1n the Culm Measure 
rocks·extremely unlikely. He suggested that the major 
anomalies were caused by igneous rock such as dolerite, 
with the smaller features, detected only on the ground 
traverses, being due €ither t~ pyrrhotite mineralisation 
or to the dolerite intrusions in the Lower Catbo~{ferous·~ 
More detailed work was done on the magnetic 
properties of the Carboniferous rocks ou~cropping at 
Meldon (Cornwell, 1967) and at Sourton Tors, south of 
Bridestowe (Deer a~d Fenning, 1967). A simil~r con-
·clusion was reached in both areas, that the large local 
magnetic anomalies were caused by pyrrho~ite which had 
developed in the rocks as .a result of late stage 
28. 
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metasomatic activity associated with the intrusion of 
the Dartmoor granite. Cornwell (1967) noted that even 
though there was considerable scatter in the direction 
of the magnetisation of these rocks its menn was 
comparable with th~t measured in early Permian rocks 
found elsewhere, again suggesting that the pyrrhotite 
mineralisation was the same age as the granite. Beer 
and Fenning (1976) describe both vein and disseminated 
pyrrhotite in their samples suggesting that it has 
developed in more than one way. The disseminated 
crystals could be the product of thermal metamorphism 
of detrital sulphides or a result of metasomatism. The· 
vein mineral is definitely metasomatic and was probably 
a late stage hydrothermal emplacement (see Edmonds et 
al, 1968, p. 131). 
Work was also done on the magnetic properties of 
igneo~s rocks of Carboniferous age which outcrop in 
·south-west England. Creer (1966).noted that dolerites ' 
of this age tended to have a lower magnetisation, often 
reduced by one order of magnitude, than that for 
dolerites found elsewhere. The magnetisation of a 
highly magnetic rock such as dolerite mainly comprises 
the remanent component so the unusually low value for 
the magnetisation is probably a result of a much redu~ed 
remanent magnetisation. This was thought to have been· 
caused by a widespread remagnetisation during the early 
Permian {Cha1ma1aun and Creer, 1964, Creer, 1966). 
More recently, in 1969, the I.G.S. put down a 
borehole at Wilsey Down, located on Fig. 1.1 (borehole 
log unpublished and a brief account in the BoscRstle 
and Hol~orthy Memoir, McKeown et al, 1973). The object 
of doing this was to confirm the stratigraphy Rnd 
structure deduced from surface outcrops and to discover 
the source of the strong negative magnetic anomaly 
located in that aren. As the overlay to Fig. 1.1 shows, 
this negative anomaly is similar to the one situated 
at Okehampton, so the conclusions reached here wRy help 
in interpreting the Okehampton Anomaly. Beneath 250 ft. 
(78 m.) of shales, siltstones and turbidite sandstones 
of the Crackington Formation the borehole encountered 
shales and limestones similar to those of the Meldon 
Chert Formation. These beds were pyrrhotite enriched 
between 250 and 850 ft. (78 and 262 ru.) and were thought 
to be the cause of at least part of the magnetic 
anomaly. The pyrrhotite found in the Wilsey Down bore-
' 
hole differs from that found by the Geological Survey 
(1968, 1976) or Cornwell (1967) in the Meldon samples 
in that it was bedded and found outside the metamorphic 
aureole. The pyrrhotite is thought (Beer and Scrivener, 
personal communication) to have developed when the 
sediments· were still unconsolidated. It is found in 
the shales but is always· near a calcareous horizon . 
(unpublished I.G.S. borehole log). Greenstone bands 
and tuffs are found throughout the calcareous sequence, 
and it has been suggested (Scrivener, personal 
30. 
communication) that these igneous rocks could have been 
contemporary volcanics whose solutions provided the Fe, 
S and possibly Ni for the pyrrhotite development. 
The geophysical work to date falls into two schools 
of thought; that the magnetic anomalies are caused by 
igneous bodies such as dolerites or thnt miner~lisation, 
in the form of pyrrhotite development, is the main 
contributing factor. However, there does seem to be one 
point of agreement in that the short wavelength anomalies 
only detectab~e along ground traverses, and superimposed 
on the major anomalies, are thought to be caus~d. by near. 
surface mineral~sation, largely confined to the meta-
morphic aureole. 
CHAPTER 2 
DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the acquisition and reduction 
of data. These include the ground magnetic readings 
defining six profiles across magnetic anomalies north-
west of the Dartmoor granite. Rock samples for deter-
mination of magnetic and mineralogical properties were 
also collected but their treatment will be considered in 
Chapter 3. 
The magnetic anomaly of particular interest is that 
defined on the 1:250,000 aeromagnetic map (see overlay 
to Fig. 4.1) as the Okehampton Anomaly - named after ·-
the principal town in that area. 
2.2 Data Acguisition 
The data for the ground traverses were collected 
in October 1977. Six travers~s were ruade across or near 
to the Okehampton anom~ly. They ran along lines joining 
the following pairs of grid references: 
line 1: SX 2535 0870 SX 2516 0905 
line 2: SX 2558 0871 SX 2531 0922 
line 3: SX 2579 0864 -- SX 2520 0953 
line 4: sx 2599· o86o sx 2544 0930 
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line 5: SX 2589 0900 
line 6: SX 2600 0930 
sx 2552 0969 
sx 2565 0970 
The instrument used to make the measurements was 
a GeoMetries portable· precession mAgnetometer model G-Slb,which 
measures the total field intensity read ou.l i.n 3amma on 
a dlgi~a.( displa_y. 
Position fixing in the field was done in one of 
.two ways. As 1:10,560 Ordnance Survey maps were used, 
it was possible, when near buildings, or in fields, to 
locate position relative to suitable land marks, 
estimating distances by pacing. This was impo~sible on 
Dartmoor so continual back bearings were made to locate : 
position. 
The time at which each reading was ta~en was 
recorded, and the height was estimated from the contour 
map. A local· base station.was established ne~r Meldon 
village at SX 2565 0923. Since sections from different 
'· 
lines were oft~n measured in the same day a base st~tion 
reading was obtained before and after each set of 
readings was made. When it took an entire day to 
measure a section it was not always possible to take a 
base station reading during the day. Continuous reading 
magnetometers are installed at HartlAnd Magnetic 
Obser~.Ol!¥-,-n.e-A.r Bid~ford, 40 km. north-east of the 
area (see Fig. 1.1),. and the records from these instru-
ments were obtained so that corrections for diurnal 
variation could be made. 
2.3 Data Reduction 
The field dota ~ur~ procc~sod to remove the effects of 
diurnal vaiiution. The I.G.R.f. wao calculated f~r the aroa, 
and was then subtracted fror11· tl1e f'ield. data and the residu<.ll 
taken to b~J the anomaly. This wa;, donn usin~) thr: program 
lNTEHPOL (~ee Appendix B) which .calls.the subroutine I.G.R.F. 
This subroutine was compiJ.od by Dr. (i.K. i:Jostbrook at Duri~.:Hn 
University from a program suprliod·by.thc I.G.S. (ref. l.A.G.A. 
·2tudy ~roup, 1976). The I.G.R.F. value waz computed for 
ccrtcin points oi1long •:ach travt·=rse· ond the volues for inter-
vening roint s UF)rc c olcul::~b.d by linear int erpolct ion. · 
In order to calculate the diurn~l variation th8 rssults 
frorn Hartland ~lagnetic Observatory ware studied. Tl1ese were 
d.i.;;!itised uoin~· a di:·Hisin·:,. t.:1blt:~ .e.nd the results f'ed into 
CREA:;OPi ( ~H!e Appendix 0). This program cal·c·ulat-·es the mean 
v:.lue of bo;·.h the VrJrtical anti iJUrizontal cor.J;:::oncnts of the 
m;:~gnetic field, as :ns:::surerl at Hortlnnd, and subtracts tliis 
value from a~ch rG~ding to produce the vertical and horizontal 
nnornaliEJn •. Interpolating between these velues dZ and dH wore 
calculated for each point in time at wl1ich a rending wos · 
( 
tnkon in tho fibld. The total anomaly, df, woo then calculated: 
dF = d!l.cosl + dZ.cosJ, where I is the annlc of inclination of 
t ~ : o c a r t h ' s m a~) n e t i c f i old • d F w as t h c n s u b t r a c t e d f r o m t h c 
l.C.d.F. corrected anornnly which had been computo.d using 
. JNTERPOL. Fig. 2.1 shows tha plot of a prof'ile before ~nd 
aftnr corrRctions ~or diurnal v~riation were made • 
. Figs_. 4.2 to t..7 oloow th~:t tho topo;-;r'·~plly io rugrp:•d :.nd 
c :n v~ry over ~ range ao great as 421.6 m. (line 4). 
! . 
The oriainnl int0ntion had buen to upward continuo the 
ground datn to a 11oigl1t oF 500 .ft. (167 m.) so th.:.t t!~::y 
could be dir':lctly com;,nred 1.11ith profiles nlons the s:,;me lines 
taken from the unpublished 1:25,000 I.G.S. aero~agnetic mop, 
flown at thnt hoight. f1s this w0c1s not pO$S.ihlc the "round 
profil•s were compared witl1 the aeriul d~ta. Figs. 4.2 to 
4. 7 si'0\1.1 bot.h typn:: of profi~e a:;. w~ll as the terrnin and 
geology. 
Even thou_gt. tho l]round and aerial profiles display 
similar fantures they differ in two rospectn. Firstly the 
main poilks and troughs on the ground profilnG havs ornatcr 
amplitudes, as would be expected, but, superimposed on these 
nre larg~ amplitude magnet~c disturboncr::~o whict'l hav0 too 
short a wavelength to enable them to bo det~cted From the 
air. The fact that the two typor; ·of p-rofi-lo aro simil.a_r, 
except that ~reotGr dot~il is diapl~yrrl on the nround 
tr.:~vsrses, eholl.IS that t11ey describe the same features,· and 
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CH1lPTER 3 
THE NAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE ROCK SAMPLES 
3.1 Introduction 
Rock samples for determination of the magnetic and 
mineralogical properties were taken from four different 
localities; at Meldon Quarry (SX 2570 0925) and from 
. three sites outside the metamorphic aureole - Ag~etts 
Quarry (SX 2594 0961), a building site near the A30 
(SX 2519 0900) and near Meldon village (SX 2562 0928). 
Samples of shale and sandstOne of the Upper Carboniferous 
Crackington Formation were taken irom the +.hree sites 
outside the metamorphic aureole (Fig. 1.1). The samples 
from Meldon Quarry consist of a variety of Lower 
Carboniferous shales, cherts and meta-igneous rocks 
(notably baked tuffs) from the Slate-with-Lenticles, 
Slate-and-Quartzite and Chert Formations. 
A preliminary sampling was carried out in October 
1977, and a more specific collection was made in April 
·1978, when further samples were collected from Meldon 
Quarry. The sites from which the second set of samples 
were taken are shown in Fig. 3.1. The sampling method 
required that the orientation of the rocks relative to 
··. 
39. 
Fig. 3.1 Table listing the sites ·in Meldon Quarry 
at which samples were taken in April 1978 · 
Collection Site Sample Number 
New Stone Area M601, M602, M603 
Stone Area 1 ·M800 
Stone t .. rea 2 M101, M102, ·M103, M104 
Stone Area 4 M901, M904, M905 






collection sites • 
stone area 1 
~· 
~4 











5Q • 1QOm· 
Fig •. 3.1 r1ap showing the collection sites in r1eldon Q,uarry 
the magnetic north, and to the dip of the strAta, was 
determined. When the samples had been suitably marked 
with orientated arrows they were removed, using a 
hammer. 
The samples were prepared at the Physics Department, 
Newcastle University, by drilling one or more 1 11 cores 
from each sample. These cores were then cut into 1" 
lengths. When a sample was too small to permit coring, 
a specimen was cut as near as possible to a 1 11 cube. 
Some of the 1977 collection were undersized, and the 
variation in speci~en size produced errors when the 
magnetic measurements were made. 
The measurement of the magnetic properties was 
also done at Newcastle under the supervision of Dr. 
D. H. Tarling. The magnetic susceptibility was 
measured using a susceptibil1ty bridge (Collinson,· 
Molyneux and Stone, 1963) and the intensity and direction 
of remanent magnetisation with a Digico spinner magnet-
ometer (Molyne.ux, 1971) •. Measurements were made on up 
to three cores, or cubes, from each rock sample. 
3·2 S6inner magnetometer 
The Digico spinner magnetometer is a computerised. 
system in which a spinner magnetometer is connected to 
a 'Digico micro-16' computer (Molyneux, 1971). The 
instrument employs the principle that a magnetic moment 
rotating within a coil about an axis in the plane of 
the coil will.produce an alternating e.m.f. in a pick~up 
coil. Because the instrument can only measure the 
magnetic moment perpendicular to the ax1.s of rotation, 
the specimen core is placed in. six different orienta-
tions. These are shown below. The arrow indicates 




The readings, taken when the specimen is in each. 
of these positions, are stored in the computer, which 
is programmed to calculate the intensity and direction 
of magnetisation of the specimen~ The results are 
printed out at the keyboard terminal. 
The basic design of the spinner magnetometer 
(Fig. 3.2) relies on the fact that the current produced 
is proportional to the speed of specimen rotation and 
its magnetic moment. The speed of rotation is measured 
in the photocell unit. 'The rotating disc has a slot 
which permits light to pass when it comes between the 
lamp and the photocells. When this occurs the electronic 
signal generated in the flux gates by the iliagnetic 
specimen passes to the computer:. This is repeated many 
times so that a mean value of the wAve for~ from the 
rock can be gathered. The amplitude and phase of this 
42. 
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{JJts~Jn : Collinson J Mo!J.neu"K ~ .Stone) 19b~ 
.lkt;Jra.m: Ta.rliny, 19'71) 
wave form, as comp~red with the photocell output, is a 
measure of the intensity and direction of magnetisation 
for the sample in that orientation. 
45. 
The results for each orientation of a specimen are 
printed out, as is the final computation of the specimen's 
remanent magneti sat ion, measu.red as rna.sneHc momettt per ~-tnit volume. 
3·3 Susceptibility Bridge 
The susceptibility bridge (Collinson, Molyn~ux and 
Stone, 1963), shown in Fig. 3.3, consists of two~lit 
ferrite rings, both of which are surrounded by a primary 
coil carr~ing an altern~ting current. This produces an 
~lternating magnetic field across the gap in the rings. 
A standard sample, placed in one of these gaps, alters 
the magnetic field and the new alternating field is 
picked up as a current· by the secondary winding about 
that ring. The current in the primary winding is then 
altered so that the outputs from both secondary windings 
balance. This standard sample is then removed and a 
rock specimen emplaced. It unbalances the secondary 
circuit by an amount proportional to its susceptibility. 
The specimen can be tested for anisto~ropic sus-
ceptibility by altering its orientation in the gap. · The 
great advantage of this instrument is that measurements 
can be taken quickly •. 
3·4 Initial Data Assimilation 
Before .the data could be stu~ied, certain compu-
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of the me-a-n vector' for certrtin sets of results. 
Wherer~s the wean value of ·the susceptibility could be 
calculated as a strRight arithmetic meRn, the mean 
remanent field could not. Its meAn value was cnlculated 
by dividing the remanent field for ench specimen into 
\ its x, y and z components, taking their menns Rhd from 
them computing the :mean vecto-r- A full description of 
the technique is given in Appendix A. 
3·5 The results 
Magnetic measurements were only made on the samples 
from Meldon Quarry. The results are listed in Tables 
).1 and 3.2. 
Table ).1 lists the measurements of those rocks 
collected in October 1977. They are divided in~o thei~ 
various lithologies. The results in Table ).1 cannot 
be taken as more than a general guide since .the non-
standard specimen sizes introduced errors. AlEc field 
orientation o~ the samples was not sufficiently accurate 
to enable the direction of the remanent ruagnetisation 
to be measured to acceptable accuracy. This meant that 
the w~ighted mean value .. 1or the remanent field could not 
be calculated. 
· -With the exception of two specjmens, Ml and M22, 
all the rocks in Table ).1 have a Q value of le•s than 
1. The mean value of the magnetic susceptibility for 
the varioua lithologies was calculated and it was.found 
























.··Table 3.1: Showing the results of the meRsurernents m~de 
·on samoles collected__in_ October 1977 from Meldon 9u~n·ry 
-Intensity of 
Susceptibility x lo-6 Remanent Magnetisation . Q 
·e.m.v.../c.Q< 10-o A \1.-1 x Io-3 C.f!.S. 
0.38 . 0.38 180.9 ) o.oo4 
.. 252.86 ~f..S.b 88.9 . ) -5.95 
0.65 O.b5 22.2 ) mean 0.06 
. 0.07 o. 07 191.2 ) = 107.56 . 0.0008 
0.90 0.90 54.6 ) 0.03 
27.85 2.7 •. 85 322.0 ) 0.19 
0.41 o. 4-1 310.5 ) O.C03 
12.64 12. ·b't- 868.3 ) mean · 0.03 
. 34.35 31+--·~5 222.3 ) = 438.6 0.32 0.06 o.ob 158.1 ) 0.0008 
430.98 430· 'a 750.4 ) 1.2 
0.2~ 0.2..5 84.3 ) o.oo6 0.0 0.04- 103.5 ) I 0.0008 
. 3.16 3.lb 355.7 ) 0.019 
0.04 O.·O't 144.5 ) mean o.ooo6 
0.05 0.05 359.6 ) = 20lt.76 0.0003 
0.)0· 0.)0 195.0 ) 0.003 I 0.01 ·o.ot 189.7 ) 0.01 
... 20.02 f..0·02. 205.7 ) 0.22 
-



















T~b1e 3.2: Showing the results of the meqsure~ents ~~de 
on samples collected in Anril 1978 fro~ Mel~cn Quqrrv 
RemAn E! n t; Magnehsatt"on 
Direction ~ In tens~ tY 






M601.3 61.2 . -10.25 0.131 0.1}1 I 27.65 O.C1 
N6 0 1 . 2 • 2 31 9 • 1 + 31 • 3 5 0 • 2 7 8 0 • 2.. 7 8 . 3 7 • 3 6 0 • 0 2 
1.,.602.2 . 359.5 . + 0.85 9.842 '·8'r~ 13.04 1.5 
1•1603·3·2 ._169.85. -55.7 3.505 3·-505 12.24 0.6 
4·!603.2-2 178.45 .. -44.7 3-302 3-302.. 12.12 0.6 
!'1603.1.1· 166.2 -46.4 5.809 r=:·809 12.19 . 1.0 
_, . I 









( 1"-~300.2.2 . 113.75 -;9.4 996.881 _?.?6·8~1 . 416.04 5-9 
( k800.2.l 121.3 -~5-3 1381.7 U81·7 519.70 5.c 
( M102.1 55.15 +17.7 0.1 0.1 7.70 
{ i•UC3.2.2 . 73.6 -12.85 237.151 237.151 31.75 
( Ml0].1.2 213.95 +31.2 0.162 0.162 9.14 
( H 10 3 . 2 • 1 91 • 7 -15 • 4 5 4 5 • 2 74 4-5 • 2. 7 4- 13 • 4 3 
( :.nc4.1.1 165.5 -63.05 108.233 108. z ..J5 86.61 
. < H1o4.1.2 174.55 -69.25 88o.64 . aso. b4- 135.57 
( ~~101.1.1 ~3.45 . +~4.55 805.73~ 805·73} _274.62 
( ~·!101.3 · b9.9 +,~2.05 _ 879.29,~ 879•2.9, 330.C3 
C.OJ 









< H901.2 · 140.95 +14.6 o.092 0.092. ~-37 o.r6 
( .L-1901.1 93-5. +70.25 0.156 0.156 J.69 0.1 
( i-1904.1 . 281.~5 -8.5 . 4.669 4--bh8 . 34.14 0 • .3 
( !··1904.28 326.65 + 5.15 26.786 2..b.-78b 35.09 1.o 
( M905.2.2 3-55 + 5.95 . 0.546 0.54-b. 32.62 C.C"4 
( M905.J.2 37.7 +31.8 0.132 · O.I,t 37.7 O.C1 
. ( N905.3.1 176.85 +79.7 0.035 0.0_35 36.46 C.CC'2 1 :-
'"-· -· 0:: 
the d~ rection and j_ot.ensi t.v of t.he rerri!:!r.E')nt. ma.stnetisati.on 
9 .. '"" ;"."' ..... ., ......... ro ..... •t.•"!!!!' .... " ................. ., ............ .,..~resolvina: the rern:'lnent; ~Jij ind.ilced 
.. ·· ~· · · " · ·· · es collected P.t ;-:eldon i.n t:nr1l 1978 
Remc:~nen t M.agnehsa.tion Res u 1 t ;=~ n t 1Y\~.nebsahon 
Specimen (Re~Anent ~n1 Induced) 
Name Declination Inclination Integsity Dec. I Inc. Int.. x lo-o x 10- e.rn.u./c.c. e.m.v...Lc.c. · 
N601.3 . 61.2 -10.25 0.131 0.20 64.5 . 10.84 
l-1601. 2. 2 319.1 31-~5 0.278 10.82 65.39 14.9 Ivi602. 2 
.359-5 0. 5 9.842 357.54 25.23 2.49 
1.{603-3-2 169.85 -55.7 3-505 351.40 5.84 0.25 
M603.2.2 . 178.45 -44.7 3-302 176.73 87.8 2.97 
i4603 .1.1 . 166.2 -46.4 5.809 160.51 33-7 0.61 
t-1800.1.1 102.2 -41.5 1296.227 96.01 
-33.4 339.44 
M800.2.2 113.75 -39.4 996.881 103."42 -:-31.82 238.22 
£.1800.2 .1 121.~ -45.3 1381.7 116.46 -39.79 483.74 
l'-1102 .1 ~~:65 17-~ 0.1 3~3-2~ 6C 1:" ~-Og -~·~ 14103.2-2 -12. 5 237.151 2. 0. - 9 • ..,1 .43 
f!il03.1.2 '21!.95 -i~:~5 0.16~ 346.72 67 .'-+6 ·6· 65 iH0~.2.1 . 9 . 7 45.27 76.51 7.97 -~0 
:.no .1.1 161:".5 
-qg.05 108.2~3 159.74 -60.63 51.29 
! .. 104. l. 2 17~-~5 -6 .25 880.6 174.94 -6S.46 70c.97 iH01.1.1 83. 5 44.55 805.733 78.09 50.05 ~2~.-'39 
~.-:101. 3 69.9 52.05 979.295 63.c6 56. '74 1 ~99.35 
ivi~01. 2 .140.95 14.6 0.09~ 174.64 I 66.68 . 1.~7 1-f· 01.1 2~i:~5 70.25 0.15 17~.48 6g.l8 1.64 'I-1904 .1 - 8.5 4.668 13 .85 60.57 12.33 
i-1904. 2 . 326.65. 5.15 . 26.786 151.25 28.09 8.g2 M905.2.2 3-55 5-95 0.546 168.82 63.97 12. 0 
t·i905.3-2 . 37-7 31.8 0.132 170.80 , , 8 15.01 o5 .b· 
M905.3.1 176.85 79.7 0.035 170.13 65.86 14.5 
Weighted 






The mean~ale value (4]8.6) 1s twice that of the met~­
igneous rocks (204.75) and three times thnt of the 
cherts (107.56). By inspection the intensity of the 
remanent magnetisation of the shales seems to be At 
leAst one order of magnitude greater th~n either the 
igneous rocks or the cherts, ~uggesting thnt the shAles 
are the greatest contributor to the magnetisAtion of 
the Lower Culm Measure rocks. Noting this, only shAles 
were collected in April 1978 when the second set of 
rock samples were tAken. 
When the further samples were collected in April 
1978 directional measurements could be made, since 
these samples were accurately orientated. Errors due 
to varying specimens size were elimjn~ted as large 
samples were taken. Table 3.2 lists the magnetic 
properties of these shales. As this +-"""h1- -""" ..... ··-UCJ U.LC .::tL.t.VWII) . ....... _,.. lJI u::: .Y 
vary both in intensity and direction. Eleven of the 
·24 specifuens had a Q value greater than unity and the 
weighted mean value of Q for all the April 1978 
specimens is 3.57. This was calculated using the 
method described in Appendix A. The weighted mean 
remanent field for all the specimens js given by:-
Intensity = lC}Ox lo-3 A.m-1 
Inclination = -29° 
Declination = 105° 
The resultant of the induced a.nd remanent components of 
the magnetisation was calculated for eAch specimen, and 
50. 
the weighted mean of these resultant fields is:-
Intensity = l6L,.x lo-3 A -l .m. 
Inclination = +15° 
Declination = 97° 
These data are listed in Table 3·3· 
Table 3.2 illustrates the extent to which the 
magnetic properties vary within a rock sample. For 
example, the Q value for Ml03 ranges from 0.0 to 15.6. 
Sin1ilarly the direction of its remanent magnetis~tion 
is variable, with the direction r~nging from 73.6° to 
213.95° and inclinations of -15.45°, -12.85° Rnd +31.2°. 
This variation meant that each specimen had to be treated 
separately; so, for instance, Ml03 had to be con~idered 
as three samples rather than as three specimens of the 
same sample. 
The directions of the remanent m~~netis~tion.defined 
--'-' - ~ 
by th·e declination and inclination,were plotted on a 
stereographic projection (Fig. ,.4(a)). This. diagraffi 
shows that there is no significant variation between 
51. 
the collection sites. It also indicates that when the 
remanent tnaf{lelisatia11 has a· northerly azimuth it is like} fa dip down 
and when the~~lic.lhas a south-easterly azimuth it tends to dip 
Most of the results plot in the eastern 
section of the diagram. · 
A similar plot was drawn to ~how the direction of 
total magnetisation, that is, the resultant of the 
induced· and remanent-components (Fig. 4.4(b)). These 
directions are less scattered than those for the 
remanent field and a greater number have ~ positive 
inclination. The declinations tend to beN~~ or-SE. 
None plotted in the south-west sector of the diagram. 
Despite their compara~ive clustering aboQt the NNW-SE 
axis the plots have a low precision parameter, K = 1.85. 
This low value suggests that ·the results are well 
scattered since K = 0 indicates a perfectly random 
distribution and K =OO identical djrections. When K 
is less than 10 the reliability of statistical estimates 
becomes uncertain. Such estimates include ~5 which is 
a measure of the accuracy, e63 (the circular stand~rd 
·deviation) which is a measure of the scatter of directions 
about that mean, and c.s.e. (the circular standard error). 
For all the 1978 results the mean direction of the total 
52.· 
reck magnetisatiun is 97°, +15~ (declination, inclination). 
For the total rock magnetisation:-
k = 
o(95 = 






(for calculations see 
Append1.x A) 
The large values of fi95 and 9 63 also suggest scatte~. 
When N, the number of samples, or K are small the 
other statistical parameters become unreliable (Tarling, 
1971, pg. 79). In this case K = 1.85 and the value of 
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Fif. 3.5 Stereographic projections showing the directions-of 
(a Remanent and (b) Total Magnetisation for the Meldon Shale 
samples which_have a Q value greater than 1. 
that amount. This suggests thRt the statistical 
analysis done here is unreliable. 
Fig. 3.5 shows stereogrAphic projections on which 
the directions of remanent and total magnetisation for 
·samples with Q values greater thAn 1 are plotted. These 
show the same trends as are described for the total 
rock, except that the results are more clustered in the 
eastern quadrat. 
In conclusion, the results show that the directions 
of the remanent and total magneti5~~io~s are well 
scattered although there is some clustering about a 
roughly NNW-SE axis, especially for the totAl magruahs~Uon. 
The ·degree of scatter does not significantly decrease 
when the directions for only those specimens with a Q 
value greater than 1 are plotted. The mean remanent ~nd 
tobJ magr;eh~at(ons are both reversed and ·near horizontal; 
at 105°, -29° and 97°, +15° respectively, with a 
maxi~um error of 30°. 
3.6 Petrographic Description of the rock samples 
Polished sections of seven samples from Meldon 
Quarry and six from outside the metamorphic aureole 
were studied with the assist~nce -of Mr. Roy Phillips. 
The object was to determine which minerals were 
responsible for the pronounced magnetic properties of 
some shales from Meldon Quarry, and to see if rocks 
from outside the metamorphic aureole contained similar 
· minerals. 
55. 
).6.(i) Rocks from sites outside the 
metamorphic aureole 
The shale and sandstone samples CAme from three 
different sites within the Crackington Formation (see 
Fig. 1.1) ; 
Site 4: Aggetts Quarry (SX 2594 0961) Al, A2 
Site 1: Building site near A30 (SX 2519 0900) Sl 
Site 2: Near Meldon village (SX 2562 0928) 
Hl, H2, H3 
Hl and H2 are silty shales containing no coloured 
minerals except for a brownish tinge in some bands. 
The sandstone, H3, was similRrly featureless. 
The sandstone, Al, and the shale, A2, from Aggetts 
Quarry north of Okehampton contained no detrital or 
disseminated sulphides, though a veinlet was observed 
in Al. It mainly contained goethite ( ~ FeO. OH), the 
normal alteration product of pyrite. 
Sl was more interesting because it is an iron 
nodule found in Crackington Formation shale. Pyrite 
crystals were seen in the centre of the nodule but they 
had been weathered to goethite around the perimeter. 
From the point of view of the magnetic properties 
of the rock it is interesting that there are no ferro-
magnetic minerals in the rocks of the Cratkington · 
. . 
Formation outside th_e metamorphic aureole. Pyri t"e .is 
.sometimes present though often weathered to goethite. 
There are no indications that it has been thermally 
altered to, say, pyrrhotite. This confirms the findings· 
56. 
of others (Edmonds et al, 1968) that pyrrho1;itc is only 
found e~posed at the surface in the Upper Culw Me~sures 
inside the metamorphic aureole. Beyond it pyrite, or 
its weathered derivative, is found. It is worth noting 
that pyrrhotite is believed to exist at depth beyond 
the metamorphic aureole, to a distAnce of 7 km. from 
the granite contact-(Edmonds et al, 1968) ~nd it h~s 
been found. in bedded form in Lower Culm Measure rocks 
in the Wilsey Down borehole (Freshney in McKeown et al, 
1973). 
].6.(ii) Rocks from Meldon QuArry 
Polished sections of the following seven samples 
were made from rocks collected in October 1977: M2, 
i-14, Ml2, i·'il5, Ml7, M20, H22. The ferromagnetic mineral 
pyrrhotite was present in all seven samples, and, except 
for the rare occurrence of magnetite, it was the only 
magnetic mineral present. In all the specimens it was 
found disseminated through the ground m~ss. In this . 
form it is probably thermally altered detrital pyrite. 
Other iron ores found as small crystals in the shales • 
are also likely t6 hav~ been altered from detrital 
minerals. However, the magnetite (Ml7) mentioned above 
is one of the rare minerals to have remained unchanged; 
similarly the pyrite in M4. 
There is a second form of pyrrhotite present in 
some samples. Here it is a vein mineral often associated 
with ch?lcopyrite and pentlandite. The crystals tend 
to be lr~rger -than those j n the ground mnss and were 
probably hydrothermally emplaced rather thAn being the 
alteration product of pre-existing minerals. 
The veinlets are similar to those described by the 
I.G.S. (Beer and Fenning, 1976) in the boreholes at 
Sourton Tors, but they differ in detail. In their work 
no chalcopyrite was found in contact with the pyrrhotite; 
yet these i ntergro\.,rths are common in Ml5, r1:17, M20 and 
M22 •. Another feature peculinr to the samples studied 
here is that the pyrrhotite contains exsolved pent-
landite. This minerAl is a Ni, Fe sulphide And it is 
exsolved from pyrrhotite as this minerAl cools down 
through 300°C and can no longer contain much nickel in 
the lattice. The presence of pentlandite, then, 
indicates two things; firstly, that the p~rrrhot'i te must 
have been at a temperature greater than 300°cj !:) nn ~· ··-, 
secondly, that it must have come from a source other 
than detrital pyrite which contains insufficient nickel •. 
This indicates that the Meldon shales were near to a 
supply of nickel, such as from the volcAnic tuffs with· 
which some shales were deposited. By contrnst the 
source for the Sourton Tors pyrrhotite was the detrital 
pyrite, in the sheles of the Crackington Formation, 
which hr~d been altered to pyrrhotite by the hydrothermal 
fluids associated with the granite intrusion. 
In conclusion, therefore, it seems thr~t two types-
df pyrrhotite have been developed 1n the Meldon shales, 
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probably as a result of those shales being metnmorphosed 
by the Dartmoor granit~. There 1s an almost ubiquitous 
development of disseminated pyrrhotite probnbly derived 
from detrital pyrite. The second form j_s the vein 
-mineral, found in association with chalcopyrite and 
exsolved pentlandite. These vein minerAls are beli~ved 
to have derived their nickel from volcanic hori~ons, 
and been transported by hot solutions emanating from 
the granite. 
3.7 Discussion of the results of the magnetic 
mensurements and the mineralogical 
investigation 
The results of the magnetic measurements indicate 
that sedimentary rocks, notably shales, have the-most 
pronounced magnetic properties, and the mineralogical 
examination indicates that pyrrhotite is the mineral 
responsible for the ferromagnetic character.of the 
rock. This confirms the findings of the I.G.S. (Edmonds 
et.al, 1968, Beer and Fenning, 1976) that pyrrhotite 
bearing sediments have pronounced magnetic properties. 
Of the three lithologies studied the shales were the 
most magnetic and the igneous rocks less so. The 
··-·-·~--
magnetic susceptibilities listed in the Okeharnpf.on 
Memoir (Edmonds et al, 1968) also suggests that the 
sedimentary roc.ks can be more n;agnetic than the igneous 
rocks (see Table 1~2). The susceptibility for the 
non-hornfelsed Culm Measures ranges from 7-380 x 10-6 
(16 samples) wherea~ the igneous rocks (including· 
.59. 
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dolerite) cover the range 7-234 x lo-6 (20 samples) (c.g.s, w!A.ts). 
Creer (1966) noted that the dolerites nnd volcanics of 
s. W. England have a magnetic intensjty at least one 
order of magnitude less than those from elsewhere; 
the Whin Sill, for instance, at 2-4 x lo-3 A.m.-1. 
He suggested that this is because they have been 
remagnetised, probably when they were he~ted by the 
.·granite. However, it has been suggested (Creer and 
Chalmanaun, 1964) that there was widespread re-
magnetisation of the Laurasian continent during the 
early Permi·an, and this could have affected the 
igneous rocks. 
Table 3.2 lists thelmagnetic properties of the 
samples taken in April 1978. It is apparent that 
there is considerable scatter between samples and 
within samples. This agrees with the findings of 
Cornwell (1967) who explained the vartnti.on l.n n.Rgneti.c 
direction in terms of the anisotropic n9ture of 
pyrrhotite, Rnd the variation in ~agnetic intensity 
to the sporadic distribution of ~his mineral. 
Pyrrhotite forms a Fe-~ solid solution of which 
Fe7sa is the most abundant compositton •. All for~s 
display ma1netic anisotropy and when they freeze in 
a magnetic direction it- will be aligned somewhere on 
the great circle between the direction of maximum 
susceptibility and the ambient field. It is note-
worthy-that the maximum susceptibility of the most 
common form of pyrrhotite, Fe7sa, is the grentest for 
all forms. One result, however, which does not fit in 
with this picture is the tests for Rniso~ropy done 
using the susceptibility bridge. When the specimen 
was rotated in the gap no ~ppreci~ble chAnge 1n reading 
was noted. However, this may be explained in terms of 
the random distribution of pyrrhotite crystals within 
each rock specimen. 
When Cornwell (1967) plotted the directions of the 
remanent magnetisation for his Meldon samples on a 
stereographic net he found th~t rocks from Stone Area 
1 and Stone Area 2 fell in the western half of hjs 
. diagram whereas S.E. declinations were r~coided for 
rocks from Stone Area 4. By contrast, the results 
showh here in Fig. ].4 show no are~l distribution, but 
are scattered throughout the eastern quadrants and are 
almost totally absent from the south-western area. 
The weighted mean value for the rema.nenl: magnehsa.t:LO!'l 
was computed as 10,0 ,-Z-1° . Thl.s does not agree well with 
Cornwell's result of 189°, -21° except to confirm that 
the overall remanent magnetisation for the Lower Culm 
Measures in the Meldon area is reversed and near 
horizontal. 
The shales collect~d in April 1978 have a mean 
susceptibility of 13 ·x 10-3 (c.g.s.) which is an order 
of ~agnitude greater than that for dolerite suggesting 
that the shales are capable of producing the magnetic· 
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disturbances observed near Okehn~pton. The direction 
of the total magnetisation, tRking ~ccount of both the 
remanent and induced components, is 97°, 15°, which is a 
near horizontal tiS~ poinfint, field and would be expected to 
produce a negative anomaly, flanked to the north by n 
positive anomaly, similar to the Okehampton ~nomaly. 
Before discussing the results of the mineralogical 
study it is worth considering the findings of the 
Wilsey Down borehole (unpublished I.G.S. log). Thts 
borehole was situated at SX 1797 8890 (220 090 on Fig. 
1.1) north of the Bodlliin Moor granite ~nd beyond its 
metamorphic aureole. The Carboniferous rocks exposed 
at the surfa~e on Wilsey Down contain pyrite, not 
pyrrhotite (Scrivener, personal communication). In 
the borehole, beneath the drift, rocks of the 
Crackington Formation were encountered, below them Lower 
Carboniferous, Devoni~n and Lower Carboniferous again. 
In the Low~r Carboniferous Fire Beacon Chert Formation,· 
found beneath the Crackington Formation rocks, and 
equivalent to the Meldon Chert Formation bedded 
pyrrhotite was found. It was common at. depths of 250 ft. 
(78 m.) and 850ft. (262m.). 
This discovery of pyrrhot.i te Wcl.S une.xpected ln view 5' il:s absence 
elsewhere ~ond the a..lAJt?ole. Its form nlso differs from that 
found in the Meldon samples, described earlier in the 
chapter, in which the pyrrhotite was disseminated or 
concentrated in small veins. These forms are probably 
a direct result of contact metamorphism when the 
Dartmoor granite was intruded. De~rital pyrite w~s 
aitered to pyrrhotite, and enough Fe and S was d1ssolved 
in hot solutions emanating from the grAnite to produce 
vein pyrrhotite. By contrast, the bedded pyrrhotite 
found in the Wilsey Down borehole 1s ~bought (Beer, 
personal communication) to have been formed when the 
shales were still wet and they reacted with volcnnic 
~elutions rich in iron and sulphur. There are a 
number of greenstone, ash and tuff horizons in the 
Fire Beacon Chert Formation and these nre throught 
to have been injected into the unconsolidRted sed1ments 
and been the source of both the iron nnd sulphur and 
the hot solutions which tran~ported these elements. 
Even though no pentlandite has been recorded it is 
thought that it i~ mineralogically possible for it t.o 
exist as these volcanic solutions are likely to be rich 
in nickel. The Fire Beacon Chert Formation contains a 
variety of rock types but the pyrrhotite is always 
.developed in the shale horizons. 
As in the Wilsey Down case it was the shale 
samples from Meldon which contained pyrrhotite. In 
these samples pyrrhotite was found disseminated 
through the shale horizons or concentrated 1.n veins. 
The former is probably therffially altered detrital 
pyrite, and could only be developed within the meta-
ffiorphic aureole of the Dartmoor granite. The vein 
pyrrhotite was deposited by hot solutions rich in 
iron and sulphur. These solutions probably em~nated 
from the granite but the elements which m::~ke up th~ 
pyrrhotite could not have come solely from detrital 
pyrite ~s it contains insufficient Ni to produce 
exsolved pentl~ndite such RS that described in the 
polished sections. It seems likely thRt the nickel ~nd 
much of the Fe and S came from the volcanic horizons 
in the Lower Culm Measu~es. If this were the case they 
could have provided the hot solutions which mobilised 
the Fe, Ni and S instead of solutions from the granite. 
This would then provide another mechanism by which 
pyrrhotite could be developed beyond the metamorphic 
aureole. Solution movement of this kind would be 
greatly facilitated by the complex fault system (Dearman· 
and Butcher, 1959). The development of pyrrhotite in 
shales would depend on the e~s~ with which a meta-
somatising fluid could get from an area rich in S, Fe, 
and N·i, such as a volcnnic horizon, to the host rock. 
As a J'esult the distribution of ferromAgnetic rock ·· 
seems sporadic. 
From what has been described it seeffis that there 
are two possible modes of pyrrhotite emplacement edt-
side the metamorphic aureole; bedded pyrrhotite such 
as at Wilsey Down, or the vein mineral similar to that 
seen within the :=JUreole -at Neldon and believed (Edmonqs 
et al, 1968) to extend beyond it. Fdmoncls et aL (1~&8)-­
_s~.tgge.st that- the ~ection temper&.tt.tie ·of. the Da.rhnoor granite 
was 600-7oo"c and_ bha.t:. vein· pjrrh.oti.te a>LC.ld exicot t.t.p · to a. 
. distance of ~Yemiles ('1 km) from. the wra.nite cOntact. 
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I n t h e 1'1 e 1 d o n d i s t r i c t p y r r h C? t it e i s f o u n d , " t ~: II e 
surface, exclusively in the metamorphic 8Uraola. However, 
this may be explained by the lithology. Ths outr.r limit of 
the metamorphic oureolo coincidee.o with t.ha north1~rnrncnlt 
extreme of the Lower Culm Moasure outcrop, so ryrrhotito 
mineralisation is contain8d within the Lower Carboniferous 
rocks and those Upper Culm Meosures near to tl1e granite whore 
mineralising fluids were most active. It seems likely that 
further from the granite batholith hydrothermal fluids mmy 
only leave their mark in the more chemically active Lower 
Carboniferous rocks. Alternatively, bedded pyrrhotite m~y be 
found at depth in the older Culm Measures. · 
The occurrence of pyrr~otite in t~e Meldon samoles 
confirms the findings of Cornwall (1967) and the I.G.S. (9aer 
. - . . - . . - - . --
nnd Fanning, 1976) that near surface developments of tl1ic 
iron sulphide in the metamorphic auraole ere responsible for 
the large high froquoncy ~nomalies measured on ground traverses. 
ln conclusion, it seems that pyrrhotite developed in the 
Lower Culm Measures could b~ found beyond the metamorphic 
auraole, and as Fra~hney (Boscastle an~ Holsworthy Me~oir, 
1973) suggests i~ his Wilsey Down borehole report:-
"A line of aoromagnetic nnomaliea of near-surface 
origin extends wostwards (from Wilaoy Down) to the 
coast at Boscastle, and eastwards towards 
Okehampton. Thos~ ano~alios are probably due 
mainly to the prGsence of pyrrhotito ••• this 
min~r~l. is lnigely confinod to tha fire Beacon 
Chert rorm;tion ••• it breaks surface.(at Trogearo 
Oo~n, SX 22SP 0864) and the Meldon Chart 
Fo~mation crops out thence almost 6ontinuously to 
Orewsteignton." 
•. 
The interpretation .oi· the magneti-c anomnU.es "~JIBS done 
in three steps. Ro~h depth estimAtes Here l:ie.de using 
0 
Peter's LenG~h ;md Solokov L(:ngth U1m, 1972). 'l'hen, 
h.~wing shO\m that both the Okeharnpton !irJOI:i.::ly ;:.nd U1'3 
local disturbances ere nenr surfnce, the aerom"cnetic 
map and profiler were compAre~ with the known geology to 
see if any deductions could be made <-~bou·~; the~ C!:.Jusa1. oody 
or bodies. 
Attempts were mode to assess the dimensions of the 
body, and its direction of ffiRgnetisatio~) using the 
graphical methods of Bruckshaw and KunRratnnm (1963) ~nd 
0 
Am (1972), but they were not wholly successful. F1nally 
computer illodels '.oJere devised nnd thej.J• fe~:~si.bili ty :-ls!::essed· 
·in the light; of kr!CJ'.-!11 gc:ology. 
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0 
Rnd Solokov Length (SL) Are t\..10 snl!h parameters (Am, 
1972). Peter's Length is the hori~ontal distance between 
two points on the C!nouwly CJt Hhich the tangent hr:~s half 
the rnBximuw slo!)e Rnd the Solokov Length is the horizontal 
length of the inflection tnngent as it rises from the 
. 
minimum to the maxiffium value of the AnomAly. These 
lengths are based on the ffiathematical expression for the 
vertical component of the anomalous field produced by a 
verticHlly magnetised dyke with vertical ~ides extending 
to infinity. The rel~tionship between these lengths and 
the depth to body, depends on the rAtio of the depth, z, 
to the width, t, of the body. For t/z = 2.2, PL = 1.6z 
and SL = 2z. For a greater value of· t/z the measured 
lengths are a lnreer multiple of the depth. 
Measurements maCe on the traverses along lines 1 4 
- , 
r:~nd 5 eAve the depth to the body cousing the Okehampton 
Anomaly to be ~n the range 41-128 m. This is the sRme 
order of magnj 1;uJc as the depth estimc.te cf 46-Blm. m9de 
by the I.G.S. (Edmonds et al, 1968) and thjs shows that 
the body is near surface, so study of the surface geology 
may hnve direct relev~nce to assessjng the n-9ture of i:;he 
body. Also, when R body is neRr surface, the areal 
extent of the magnetic nn8rnHly is often comparable to the 
s1ze of the boJy. 
'J'he ovei'lr,:-r to Fig. 4.1. is p<Ht of the U!IpubUs~8d 
~ ·' .. 
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c:longnte neg;1ti.ve nnomnly centred nt ~6) 930 nnd m:n·1~ed 
O.A. is the Okeh~mptcn ~nomnly. Tt is roughly 6 km. by 
1.5 l<m. in size nnd. it p{?nks ."lt [lhOL~:O ?..5 krr.. north east 
of the gr~nite contnct. the posi~ive penk, 2 km. to its 
north, :i. s smnll er j n .:1m pl ~- {;ude. The pen k 1;o peAl{ r-llnp li-
tilde is 550 1S • 
of m 8 g n e 1; i c h .i g h t o t he nor t h-H e s t; 8 n d n. EJ g n e 1; i c 1 0\-J ·t o 
the south-east, and it is clearly caused by a reversely 
fll[.:jgnetised body ns th.::: negc_1tivG peal': oc:eurs to the south 
The <.:xes of both 8nonwlies :::un ::>pproxiiJin·i~r::1y 
parallel "'ith tile grc-1n1.te cont.gct .. Tht-! 9X:i~ cf the 
negative anomaly is almost coincid~nt with the northern 
boundary of the Meldcn inlier and the outer limit of the 
fnlls ovm· roc:~s of both lJ pper nnd. LO\'>'cl· Cn.ln: ;-·!t:.:_-lSLil e 
age, some of \·:hich hc;ve been ther~:r:.'lll.y !f,etrn.orpllosed br 
the Dartmoor granite. By contr8st, the positive peak 
occurs only over rocks of the Upper Culm Me;sure 
Crackington Formntion which show no signs of thermal 
'· 2 ;-c l· '7 ,.~.-lo · ·'-\·1"' rr,.,.,.J •. , .• 
'·t· • _ ... , 1· • :';:! o ·' \•J :.,~ ' \:. (:1 I \...,; \ . ' : ·~1 
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The following-Figures (Figs. lt.2- 4.7) Ghow the ground nnd ncrinl 
profiles along Lines 1 - 6 as weLl as croso-Bcctiono of tho neHr-
EUrface geology taken from the Ok~harnpton Geology Map No.324 and 
Dearman and Butcher (1959). Tho geo~raphical location of the profilof 
is shown in Fig. 4.1e 
The symbols used are as fellows:-
Carboniierous) 
j;·~:·-~-, Lower Culm )1-lef;lr::n•r-es (Upnc!.' Ca.rboniferouG) 
,J..( . .i-(, f '1' . t . ~ ' . . ' . ' l 
L.. .. -· o ransl. ·lull oe1·;,.oo a.ge may be l.ncJ_uocH £unone; 
• 0 0 rocks 
th<H11'; o 
f:t:7J G • t ~~J ~ranl. · e 
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south-west of the O'kdwmpton Anotr.!ll:V \·Jhile l:i nes 3,4, 5 nnd 
6 trnnsect t;hj_s mn.ior MIOill::lly. \'!] th the exception of 
line 3 nll the lines v.rhich def].n<.~ the Okehampton Anon1Rly 
show that the negative anomnly occurs over rocks of both 
• 
Lower nnd Upper Cullli ~easure nge. The major minjmum 
along line 3 occurs npproxiru.:~tely 2 kfli. north of the 
Ml"!l c~nn ; nl; r-•l'. b, t i:h·i s p.rcfj_lc sho"uJ.d he treHted 
. ~. .l- -. -- -- ' - • J •• •• 
separately as it occurs along the Prewley fault (see Fjg. 
1.2) and so may he Rnomalous. 
By studying lines 4,5 and 6 a number of inferences 
concerning the body causinG the Okehampton Anomaly can be 
made. The causal body is revers~ly magnetised. Lines 
4 and 6 suggest that it is a composite body as there are 
a series of steps in the overall Anomaly (see Figs. 4.5 
nnd 4.7). Each step n1arks the approximRte por.! ·i:lon of a 
pRrtil::ulni.' uody. The width o1' the near surfAce causal 
body or· bodies can also be estimated as j ~ is cornpAr·able 
to the distance between the negative feature Rnd the 
positive feature flAnking it to the north. So, the body 
is of the order of 2 km. in width Along lines 4,5 And 6 
and 1 kut. for line 3. 
It is apparGnt that the CAusal body, or bodies, 
stretch from the Lower CulL Measure sediments noith into 
the Crr.1c 1d n g ton l"ornw t ion rocks. HO\·:ev er, D~:.~rm;m and 
Butcher (1959) hAve shown that the Lower Calm ME~sure 
rocks coni;i.nuc north beneath these later sedJ.ment!: f!t a 
shnllo\v depth (see F':i.g. 1.3). This could suggest that 
79. 
the CF!Usnl bod~r :!; snttrcly Lo\·Jcl· Culu; Jvie9sure in age, 
and thnt it continues beneath the U~per Cul~ Measure 
sediments north of the Meldon inlier. 
l 4 (" .. ) 
.. • • 1] 
The large locAl magnetic disturbnnces de1;ectable 
only along tilC ground traverseE" nll occur over LO\•Jer Ar~d 
Upper Culm Measure rock~, and are confined to the meta-
morphic c-lllreole. 
Fig. 4.1 shows a geological map of the area on which 
the ground prcf~_les have been superjmposed. From this it 
is possible to determin~ the relationship bet~een the 
profiles and the outcropping rocks. 
Line 1: The clus~;e1· of short vJRVelength anon:alies 
located between 500 ffi. and 1000~. from the 
southern end of the line fnll over shales and 
se.nd..stones of the Crvckj_ngton Formntio:1. The 
ncgnt;:!_ve penk at 1800 :n. oe!curs over shales 
and tuffs of the Meldon Slnte-nnd-Quartzite 
Formation, anJ rocks of the Meldon Chert 
Format i.on. 
Line 2: The series of penks ~nd trouGhs situRted 
bet;,._,eei:. 2o0n. m. and 4oco m. fron; th(· southern 
end of l5.ne 2 oceur over .rl V3l':i.ety- o.f rock 





Line 3 i~ situated just east of the Prewley 
fault (sec Fig. 1.2). The short wavelength 
magnetic disturbances occur over Lower 
Cnrbon:i.ferons sh::1les And cheJ·ts ;~swell as 
8o. 
shales of the Upper Carboniferous Crackingto~ 
Formation. 
ShoTt -.,.,;~weleng1;h ~!tiOawlie:.> 8l'G found ovel' rocks 
of the Lower Carbaniferou~ Slate-ond-~uRrtzite 
and Chert Formations. They nre also found over 
shAles of the Crackington Formation where it 
is exposed between the firvnite ~nd the inlier. 
There is a gap jn the prof~le, shown RS a 
dotted line, ~n which no re~dJngs were taken. 
The [-leromagnetic profile ~uggest~:. th::Jt, o.t 
this point, this profile should def~na the 
southern side of the negot~vc nnocaly cf which 
the rrnn:uLuu. is situated or1 ti-.:;:; no1; f.:hern side of 
the gap. 
The cluster of larg~ ampljtude short wavelength 
anomAlies are found nbcvc the CrRckington 
Formation sediments between ~he inlier and the 
RrRnite. Small ~nomRlies are also superimposed 
on the:~ n;ajo.r O){eh;-lf"nptcn anoil:aly. 
The ncgRtive and positive ne~ks whi~h occur "t 
1700 1:1 •. ;~ncl 2~~00 <: •• frcm i.h(~ so•-~ Uwrn End of 
this line occu1· over SE:,i~ment.s of i;he Cr:Jc:~:~i.ngton 
The observCJtions described Rbovc suggest th0t the 
distribu~ion of the short wavelength anomalies is not 
lithologically controlled as these disturb::Jnces occnr 
81. 
over n VAriety of rock types. These inc:lude chert, 
limestone C~nd tuff from Lm·Jer Carboniferous horizons nnd 
shale from boi:h the Lov1er ?.nd Upper Culm Me?.sureE. There 
ls only one occurrence of a h:i.gh nnip}.i tude disturb.-=1nce i.n 
association with dolerite (line ?) even though dolerite 
is exposed throughou~ the inlier. Thi~ suggests that the 
usually mnrked n.agnetic properties of this rock rn:~y have 
been reduced here. 
l~. 5 Discus~ibL~_Qf_- the observations 
Th~s discussion can be divided into two pnrts: an 
analysis of the short H<lVelength p,no:n2Tie.s detectable only 
on the ~l'ound trnverse~; -?nd. an interpJ'E:t~~:io:1 of the 
Okehempton AnoHiR ly. 
Y . 5 ( i ) 1 o c £!_),__ ;.; n g n 9 +: i c D ~ s t 11 ~: b C! n c .c s 
l''igs. 4. 2 to 4-.7 show that the short \vavelength 
anomalies occur only over rocks ,,.!h:i c:1 r!I'C contained w:!.thjn 
the met.!:l&Wrphj.c m.1rcole. TheRe local r.1ncmaU.es are 
sporadically djstributed over A variety of rock types, 
suggesting thnt thE ferrom~gnetic mjneral, or minernls, 
Hhich cnuse t:.hc;n 2rc; no~ contr:dnc.;d. ~r1 spf;eifi<.: lithologies 
but h<-We be<:~n cn:pl.8ce:l j_r. r·ccks ne:::.:r ~;o Uw grRni te 
cont~ct. There observations agr8e wi~h the findings of 
Corn~cll (1967) ~nd ~eer Rnd F~nnin~ (1976) who s~ggestcd 
that the iron sulphide, pyrrhotite, is the ffi~jo~ ferro-
magnetic minerFll nnd thnt it was met:Jsonwticr-~lly empJ.gced 
during n late stHge in the intrusion of the gr~nite. 
High concentratio~s of this minerol ne~r to the surface, 
such ns in the ~nmples described in Chnpter 3, could 
produce large local anoQalies like those detected along 
the ground travcrsa~. The spor~d~c jis~ribution of these 
magnetic disturbnnces could then be explAined in terms 
of the hydrothermal emplacement of pyrrhotite, described 
in Chapters 1 and 3. 
4.5.(ii) Okehamptpn .ll.nornnlv 
Only a limited amount of information about the body 
causing the Okehampton /1non:aly cp.n ·:_.~ i.nfer:red from the 
ground profiles. Dep!:h eshmates6ines),'t,&.~sug~;es~; -+;h2.~ the 
body is DS shallm.; r?.s 41-128 m. so t.hc'" slll'fRc::;· t;tJolor;.Y 
should give some inform~tion about it.s nCJtUl'(0 •• 'l'he rnR,jor· 
negative anomaly runs approximately pc.-::r·;-ij lel \v:i.th the 
grFJnite contact and strEJddles the boundary of the meta-
morphic aureole (see Fig. 4.1). The positive pe8k lies 
well beyond this aureole. If the body is of the same 
nature as the exposed rock it comprises Culm Mensure 
sediment~ ~hich have only been metamorphosed along their 
southern Edge bu~ which could have been effected ~Y hydro-
thermnl ~olut.ions Gmnnrlt1.ng from th(~ gr:1ni te. 
0 
of Drucksh11w nnd KunArntrwm (1963) r:1nd :~Ill (1972). The 
other two profiles were too complex to permit inter-
pretation using these methods. 
These methods provide values for the width nnd depth 
to top surface of the causRl body and the value of the 
parameter· i, defined below. i is knO\·m to have a value 
between 180-270° ~s the neg8tivc anom~ly lies south of, 
an~ is larger than, the positive peak (Bruckshaw and 
Kunaratnam, 1963). Now, i = ¢ +Y- e' l;Jhere ¢, lp and 
e are angles in the plane of the profile which describe 
the i.nclinntion of the earth's n.ngnetic field (If"), the 
inclinntion of the nwgnet] sation of the body ( ¢), nnd 
the dip of the body (e). VEslues for ¢and Y/ are known so it 
is possible to calculate e. It W1:1S hoped th;:;t the 
traverses were lined up perpendiculAr to the strike or 
the body ns they lie perpendicular to the long nxis ~f 
the magnetic o~omaly, so that the value of e should 
corr·;~pond tu the d:i.p of the body. 
T~e values of the declination and inclination of 
the earth's ~agnetic field for the epoch 1977~8 ~ere 
taken .fraiL U.S. Admir::Jlty Charts (3rd edition, 1966) 
' ~ 1 .... d I .,_ · t. 0 1'+ ... , P c· ,.., e , l"' n t J. or· nna \·;ere ca1cu ;:1~..e r1s .nl.ens1 .. y = . tJ e, u-c .:. n . 1 
= 352° ~nd Inclination = 66°. As the traverses did not 
run uorth-sout!1 but .:;30° the declination relntive to 
the rrofile Dnd h~::nce the dip of the f:i.eld :l.n the pl:~ne 
of the J;rofU.e hnd to be c:::~lculnte:J nsing the .fol1ov::i.nr, 
formulae:-
])' = D-<X 
tan ¢ trm I/cos D' 
D = declination relative to geographic n0rth 
I = j_nc l:i.nc tion 
rJ.. -- decl:in;-Jtion of profile :relativE: to 
b eogl'<-l pn~. c north 
D' = declination J•elat:ive to profj_le 
¢ = inelination :in plRne of profil~ 
These formulAe were ~lso used to define the possjtle 
directions of mRgnutisntion of the cnus~l body U8ing the 
rncr,suretr;ents of CCJrm;ell (196'1) nnd ti1oso descri.bed in 
this thesis (ses Ch~pter 3). The tnble below lists t.l·· ,-, J" J .... 
re:.;ul t s of the ca lo;:u l:-: t i.o:1s. 
1
----1 -J:',~~- ]" t, }1_ I ~: ~·~---.. !~~:SLllts 
1 Co~'n·.-.'::::11 1 -'' de!"(: i' j -~· f;("l -f j_ \:~1C1 ~-! c ~; ~11 i_~ s i in t~~z th0sis 
D I 3c:i2° "J7° ~ · -1-0?-0 -+---1-8_9_'_;----i 
I rema.ner.tt~ ~ 
. I I L6o l5o ~res~ tan! -z?o -21 o 'itt 
I D' ;)?0 !12.70 - 1350 I 2190 ~-
1 ¢ (~()'-' i 17b0 180° 1 206° t· 
'-- --------- j_ ________________________ ···----'--------------------·-···-- ... ------·- ___ ,. ____________ ]._ _________________ ·-----------
- c cctrvt~s (nr:..lc:·~S~l:1i.·.' :1n~·~ T~ur.~.::J·ntrj:~:;:~ J9i~j, /\!:., l9:7~::i. l;:;_;'z:.,t]~r 
shown to l~e 41-1~!3 :;,, nnd it.s \ddth :is thought to be 
1-2 kn1. This gives R width-depth r~~io (t/z) of the 
or del'· of 20. HoHeV er the s 1; ::'1 ncl:nd c:nrves of f,m ( 1972) 
value of 10 nnd 15 respectively, so ~he data could not 
be plot.t:ecl. To get around +.his pr·oble1;, the aer:i.al 
prof1.les i-ieT'6 stucl.J.C?d r!S the depth +,o boc~v wou]d be 
8 r.' 
.I • 
increased by the flying height of 500ft. (167m.), and 
t/z would fall into the permitted r8nge. But even the 
aeri~l profil.es could not be successfully interpre~ed. 
There is thoug~t to be a twofold rcascn for this. Both 
eraphicRl interprc;tation methods e:lSf.ume thpf; the C<'lLJ~::~l 
body can be approximated to R dyke like body with 
infjnite sides v!h:le the body c;.msing the Oh~~nmpton 
An Oi.r. ·1l y is compos i t e Fl n d t; a per s to en s t ;.1 n d ,._, t=; ~; ":: • 
The other problem is the background field. As has 
tounda:r·y betvJeen n rep,j.on of hi.gh !;o ·:,\H.; !Jorth nnd cne of 
lo\ol 1nagnetie fteld to the sout;i1. '.T.'h~.s we:=Jns that R 
slop:i ng rGgional fj cld exists :i.n the· 11r~8 of the .qnome~ly. 
It wns impossible to g.:.mge i!;.s true '-ii1lue BS the 
Sr., ns ~~he r·egi.onc-;1 fi!:1.d could r:.ot be rt:Ji"!ovcd the CJnom3ly 
c ou 1 J not be ~ i; ;vJ.i Qd. in :i :::: o 1 n t ion . 
~36. 
~---t/~-f--:--=~ --~-~~~-~-~~1 
202° 5 I 59 m. l.l_W li.. I 115° 84° 
194° 3.2 122 "'· 925 ,.. I 5,0 i 92° ~--._5 __ _,___l_B_9_0___.I o__ 42~ v2t' "':_L~:_~97° _I 
\oJhere:-
z depth f1·o~• surf ;.1c € to top of body 
t .- width of body 
e_ and e T = dips of L:)U,'! in plnne of J. L 
of magnel:isab.on.:-
(L) v,':J".!.ues nd.:~8su:ccci here (to!:~) 
f'".,r.,.' <-·,·)r..,ll.:r.·l ~ '"' ,,,,,.!,, !- .... \fr;em",..,enl:" ~..l ,\...) ·" _ LJ •• ....:. ____ ...... '··~-· ·"'"' •·J ·g,.aa ~ 
Of these the rGsults for 1in..-~f.~ 1.• 
,.;,, '"'"''''•' I 
to be incorrect \vhen t hc-;y \vei'E·: t e::; tad tJ ~: j_ ("! r: :~!-:e 
....... , ......... '~c-- ........ ·- c·-- .;.: ·-~·i C(;[J,~JUt~::r \.".-:1:1 .!(::.•.1, .,•.:::C ;,J_u •. ,, 
1 inc ~ hO\·'C·\'C'l' u·•v;o ..., >''·'~c:cr,.,l·;l c:. f·i i· 
.J..- .& _, ' 'i "' "" ) l:>. • ... ("J .,:.. ·- •• •• • (,o I., •· • ... •' ,l I. 
87. 
4.7 Cornnuter Modelljnr 
A number of computer models were made to describe 
the possible geological structures 1~ the Meldon 
nrcu~ Hhich could cc.use the observed rr.3gnetic dis-
turbances. Models were only made to explain the 
aeromagnetic profiles (token from the unpublished 
1:25,000 lli:::Jp) AS the h:i.gh frequencv Rnon.nlies observed 
Along the ground traverses were considered too complex 
to interpret quant~tatively. The magnetic properties 
of the J.'ock samples from Eeldon r.2uerl'Y; described in 
Chapter 3, were used to indicate the likely direction 
of m~gnetisatjon (the resultRnt of the induced nnd 
remanent components) of the cAusal body. Th~ 
geoJ.oeic structure of the h~ldon district is fairly 
v1ell 1-mO\m ( JeP. r.-::.:w ~md Butcher, 1959, Edmonds et 
Hl, 1968. I S<=~r..c.l!~rson ;:mJ De~rman, 1973, liobson :=!nd 
Sanderson, 1975) sc the feRsibtlity of the v ;.n· t ou s 
88. 
The modelline W8S done using MAGN, R program compiled 
by J\i. i-I. P. Bott c.1nd stored ·Clt Du1·h::Jm l.Jnj_versi ty, Rnd the 
output plotted us:ing i·iA'.}PLOT (see .~ppcndi.x B)~ j.;;'\GIJ 
cou:putes the anomaly produced by n tHo dimensional body, 
or bodies, situnted in the plRne of the profile. 
~'he value of tiH; vertic~:~l and horj_zont~l <:Ji"!OiHRU es 
at a given point is given by the formulae:-
sinp[ Jx·~·n(~) s;n ~ + ~cos/) 
+ J z .( Ln (~ ~) cos f - ~ sin f) J 
v.rhere ;Uo j_s the peJ't!lenbU.) ty of free spRee P.nd J":x, Jz, 
I 
rA , ·P , r 2 nnd r 1 a_re Rs shovm in the diagrnm belm.,r. 
Info:i:·m::Jtion :1Lout tho direction of the mAgnet:ir;:Jt.ion 
of the body ~:::; fed in::o f·.;:\GN tn ., sp~ci.fic for:1.; 0s 
~- h 0 ···) 1·· () r· j l ·:. ( U . ..., I ) ""' ll .-l <· '1·1 " U' ~ p ( T ) ~· J \.;. I· .L . . t I (. J .... 4. !.• ~ J. - ·'· , • 
value of ¢ \·heJ·e ¢ ·i.s dc~:fined ns ¢ = t;-m-1 ( t;1n J /cos D') 
or ¢ = tf:ln-l (Jz/Jx). So, thE: models obt::lined using 
HAG~: on l y i n d t c a 1; G c n e of the p o s s t h 1 c~ cU r e c ·t; i on s of 
n;ap,netl.sat'i.on of ~~he body. It ·j,;, the1·efore more rc,qJis~i.c 
to c:onsider 1;he direct.j on of megnetj sA ';ion in terms of ¢ , 
which could provide the required Vr:!lue of ¢. 
Another effect of operating in two dimensions is thRt 
the VAlue for ~;he intensity of !iJ;:Jgneti s.1ti.on usE:d ~ n the 
model is J:ac z., the re~ultM1t of the x :,nJ ~ component~ of 
) 
the r.Jctual intensity (J'). The truG VEil'..l.e :i.s U-Jlc.:u1.nted 
using the formula:-
the dntB obtDined by gr;:1phical rr.ethc.•cl:::. The !ilodc!.::: :tor 
lines 4 Rnd 5 gAve A mngne~ic ano~aly w~ich bore no 
rel<1ti.ons!1j p to the _observed ct·.i sturl.~pnee 1::ut the model 
for line 3 Wf!S ~~ccessful (see Fig. 4.8). BaJies dipping 
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on the sj_zc nnd shc:q::.e of the cnu~;nl bod~.r Hd.ght. he .found. 
The depth ~nd width of thE causAl bodies could be 
estintated; the depth u.sing grrlphi.c~-11 Ilin1:hocis, ~nd the 
width by mc~suring the distance between successive peaks 
on the aerial profilss. By dojng this it was estim~ted, 
for example, that there vwre three bocl"ies cros:=:i~g ltne 
6 and that t~cy were abou~ 700 m. in width and At ~ depth 
of 41-128 m. 
The interpretAtion of lines 1 And 2 was considered 
separately froru .lines 3,4,5 ."'nd 6 sjnce the lc-;tt~r 
trnversed the major Okehampton Anomaly while lines 1 nnd 
2 covered lh.tnor d:i..sturb~nces to its south-~·iest. It ,,,as 
explained e~rlier in this chapter. thnt pyrrhotite 
mineralisCJtion Hitl:i11 ths !EcbJH.or·phic nureole HF.ls 
probably responsible f0r the ~hort wav8longth anomnlics 
located on the ground ~rRvarses. T 1; ,.., ~ s t hcu g h t 
disturbRnces d~tected on the Reri~l nrofiles. Since the 
the late stAges of it~ tntrusion the cnusal body, or 
bodies, are likely to dip At t.he sa~e Angle ~s the 
grAnite ~ontact which js though~ to dip north at 20-30° 
( ]i'c·',·· o11d ·· .,~- .... 1 ~ L ,: ""' - 5 Co lJ CJ • , 1962). 
Pyrrhotite n,:.neJ·~lis:-::.ion, both • . J~.thin G!:d beyond 
92. 
outside the mn·cole mighi; be conccntr.:f:ed in the Lmvcr 
Culm ;,;easure rocl<~ HS they 8re n wor·e sui ';nble host for 
mineralisa~ion than the overlyinc Crackington Forma~ion 
sediments. Fig. 1.3 shows cross-section~ through the 
Meldon jnlier nlong lines 3 and 5. These show th~t nl~hough 
individual beds way dip nt angles be-!::\·Jeen 20° And 60° the 
10\·Jer Culrrl i•IeRSLlre rocks; en mnss!;;; :i.ip noT·th So, 
both the dip of the str~tR ~nd the development of mineral-
isation par~llel to the granj_te contnct suggests that the 
C8US~l body, or bodies, should dip north At approximAtely 
J0°(sec p.84). 
Th(-: models vJere devised with Drbttrc-?ry Vfllues of ¢ 
and intensity of rnagnetisa~ion. The magneti~atj.on WAS of 
the order of 1 A.m.- 1 , and ¢was expected to fnll in the 
r.:b" '0 ranr;c l;---20t; as these ,.,ere t.he values achiE?\Ted ex pe:r·i-
The models for lines 1 and 2 consisted of blocks of 
variousli rungnetise~ rock, Rll d1pping 30°N, whose top 
surfRces were R~ ground level (see Fig~. 4.9 and 4.10). 
The ffiodel chosen for line 3 is an amGnded version of 
thot achic~ea using the dimensjons obt:1 ir.1 ed by t:'r~r)h~ cnl c_;, ~· J. ·~· -
n;ec;!n;.;. 1'hG sinr,lc body di.ps north At '-t-5° and h<.'s C'l 
rounded top (see Fjg. 4.11). 
l 1~ I •. _j. 
The profiles :=-tlong ljnes l~,; n~d 6 (see Fi.gs. 11.12, 
'l'he fclJ..cvJing figures (Figs. 4.9 to 1+.·11+) show the 
observed and calculated profilcs1 and the models along 
lines 1 to 6 (located on Fig. 4.1)D The geological 
interpretation of these models is also illustrated. 
The symbols use~ are ss follows:-
GEOLOGY 
granite 
Upper Carboniferous rocks 
Lower Carboniferous and Transition Series rocks 




the magnctisation of the body in the plane 
of the p:r.ofile 
the inclin~tion of the magnetisation in the plane 
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north ::l+ dJ" ffPt ·:rJi· rle•)1-h<· J ' (_.. \1 . . _. l:,, I ., t- I o o.J • 
rr.-"Jgncti.c in~_;on~~it.y could prodUC(=.! the same effect as 
VHrying the depths cf the bodies but for re~sons thAt 
~h2 models descrjbed Rhove nre for nrbitrarj vnlues 
of ¢, the dip of the re~ultnnt magnetjsation in the 
plP-ne of the profile. Nov!, many di.rect;jons of n;agnet-
isC!tion cr;n produce 8 g:i..vsn VP.lue of (/;, ~o the question 
to ask i8 whc~her the volues of ¢ u~ed j~ suc~e~~ful medals 
could be obtAined by resolving ljkely dire~tion~ of 
intruded during the eorly Permivn (~iller Rnd Mohr, 1964) 
and it is beli.eved thnt th~ m2gnetic ~roperties of the 
emplaced at this tiu.e. ,~. •·· e e1·· ( ~ o{,o'. ) J.. ""4 j .J I 
J)S'-= 189°, IfP= -9° · Measu..re.ments made here s~S"est !har 
the. .dip cj" the remanent ma.g'net.:iSai::i.ot:\. is gr"ea±-er a:~ lmean =·~29°. 
~-l~c- ·-1 .,..,·1 -1· r.'"' 4--·1 c 1-1 1 PaD ',J.J ';'. ',...,f,•.,~ .. ,.t,;) \.J .• ) ~ L.'•~"_/ ' 
. . 
corract. Thi~ voluo corraspando to a declinati6n (o•EP) of 
0 219 rolativ~ to the profile. 
The directions of rnngnetisation usc:' in ti;:· co:nputr.•r 
p·oc:Jols comprise ths remanent .,ncf inducnd ~:or,r.onant~. ln 
too. 
orclor to comparG tho clirectio11 of the remonant co1:~ponant u.1itt1 
tiHtt of :the ec:u:ly Permian field it is nnca·3~1:1ry to calcul;:te 
the dip (I~p) of thn remanont component in the v~rtical 
pl.Jne e1long DEP =. Hl9 (D' EP -· 219°). r·ow the me~m Q value 
for t:,e r:aldon S<!inpl.os is 3.!i7 (seQ POGB 50) SO JR = 3.57 JI 
and hence:-
::~nd;-
JIX = J 1.cos1E.cos0E ) ) 
) 
) 




6 ,. 0 IE = D 
= _22 o (see Appendix A) DE 
The dip of tho. rnagn et iaat ion of the body in the plane of tile 
profile is ·defin~d by •• 
jOO·I 
so, 
rl ..,_ r.: 7 . lE:P . r..6 o tanp = ~ ~ oGln R ·+ 51nu 
3 57(cosl~P.cos219~) + coa66°,cos22° 
from this it w2r.. possible to calculate tho dip ( I~P) of the 
romanan_.t component in the direction of the BClrly ~err:1ian 
field for the value3 of % U8ed in tho models. 
LrNe c) t.EP R. 
\ 
1 170° -70 
2. lao· -150 
3 !67° -50 I 
~ 185° -18. 
5 160° o· 
6. u,oo o· 
.. 
The valuea for the dip (I~p) of tha remanen~ componnnt in 
the direction of th~ early Permian fiald shown in the table 
101 
~bove are near horizo~tnl and reversed. They corn~r~ wo~l 
with tyric~l inclinationo for th8 early Eu~openn Perni~n 
OUQgnsting ·that the ra~nnent magnetis~tions of rocks in tl1n 
~alden district nro early Per~ian. 
I 
4.13 Aa::;nsnment of the models 
Graphical interpretations of the body c;::usin£ the 
Okehampton Anomaly were unsatisfactory except to ~ive a 
r.ough estim<:~te of ito size and shape. The dirr:ct met:·,ociG, 
using Peter's and Solokov'.s lengths, <HHJUme that the body in 
fliHir vertical, which W<'lS later. r.i10Wn not to bn the ca:::.e. 
8rucksiraw and l<.unaratnarn' s met::ad is ba::;ed on tho chr1rcctor-
istics of ;_m infinitely deep' rarellol-::idad, uniform-ly 
magnetised dyke, trac:.L:~d iri isolation, and il:> t:.~: c;;uool i:.~or;y 
t~pers to wost ond onst ~nG is ~ituat~d in ~n area with a 
sloping rnoional fiGld tho method failed. 1-;owover, the notilod 
dici show that~i lies between 180° anri 270°, ~hc~e 
i = J1 + "(- ·g.1/f is l~nown as it i!'l the dip of the earti1'::. 
f'icld in the pl:me of the:: prof'ila CJnd Q, tha dip of the bocly 
in tho S.Jme plane, is assumed to be, 30°. fr.om these t!iP. rlip, 
~' of tr-~e m;Jgni:ltisr1tion of ti".o botly falls in the nm'"le 
130°- 220°. The comp~tei models wore devised for arbit2ry 
The values of ~ which ga~a the bost fit wore uoed to 
calculate tlle inclination of the r,·manant magnetisation 
Dlongthe direction of tho cnrly Permian field (D = 189°). 
0 0 The results fall in the r.;ln')e 0 ~ -18 • This agrees well 
with the direction of a typical early Permian rinld as defined 
by Crear (1966) (0 = 189 °, I = -9°) anr.l Cornwall (1967) 
(0 = 1~9°, I= -21°). 
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IHDgneti.c propc~rti e:--; of the roc1\ cr-;us"i ng the Okch'liilpton 
HO\·Wver ~ b(~forE' d~ scu::;::;:i ng ~h:i.s -:nd the r;.odels .d1 !HOr"t: 
det:1i.l, it is Horth ccnsj_dering !;he other pos~::ib"ilities, 
if only to show thnt they nrc not feasible. These nrc the 
and buried Devonian spilli~es. 
It tws bef::n suggestcJ (Edmonds c~t Al, 1968) th~t 
rnateri[!l giving rise i~o l;he Okehr-unpton /\n(W!:!ly i.s 
probe b l ~' of b :3 s j_ c i g n eo u s r: n t:..; r c , s u c h ~ s do 1 e r i_ t e . 
Hm1eve::r·, tile ground profiles ~hm-m on F'ig. l~.J. ~;uggest 
that this a.'3surn~t::.on if1RY be incorJ:ect. SevcP!'il doJ.er:i_te 
i.ntrusion!.': outcro-:.· <:H,ong the 1)]::-ler roc1's in the i.nlj_cr 
Along ljne 2. Thl~ 1ndicates thP~ the typicAlly s~~o~gly 
;;tr·t-~:;, end h.gs H low uwgneti~3<-Jtion. In Ch.1pter 1 it was 
d 1 ... ,.·•-"' (t.-·--1···· ,,d ......... 0 1..: 1 .1. l, -~ -'-'·' Jj; 0 ' •-' 1,:; 1_. 
mineral c:ou1d redLlCC:: the ren!::~nent n.;.1g::et:s0~;ion of the 
a, l' r e·· c: ~.-. -_·, () n • (', ., .-~ "''f' ( l ::_;u.( i,:. ) rJ 0 i_- r.. 11' ~- :--. ~-, i_· .L l·· .... .~ r -j e ;• ;_ t F ,_, f 0 .• I'JQ' _ _ • .I ... \:;., \ , ..J 1 .•\J~ r .•.• ·' ,.,,.1~. u,),l. ... •I ., ...... Jl{ 
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that dolerite causes the Okeharnpton Anomnly. Also, the 
large width of the proposed causal body (see Figs. 4.11 to 
4.14) makes the possibility of its being a dolerite 
intrusion unlikely. 
An alternative form for the causal body could be 
volcanic rock such as the pyroclastics exposed at Meldon, 
or DevoniAn spillites. The pyroclas~ics are about 60 m. 
thick in the Meldon area (see Chapter l) and they thin 
away fr6m this centre so it is unlikely that there would 
be a sufficient thickness of volcanics to cause the 
Okehamptc~ Anomaly. Devonian spillites are not exposed 
in the OkehAmpton area but they a~e found in association 
w1th Lower Carboniferous and Upper Devonian rocks near 
T1ntagQl (locnted on Fig. 1.1) where they re~ch a 
c;oo 1Ii, (:F'reshnev et a 1. 1972) . 
,/ t.• J }:owev er 
t;hc::y arf) not ]{l"!Oim ,to cause any mngrwtic nnomalies 
( (' ,, l·1 -1 ,~ .,.. ~ ( .. ,,, '"'Pr o::: n ~-·" l c ~ n1n: 11 n i cat-..; o 11 ' \ 0c, .. U \ ..... ~) .. ~ ~ !.J -· ""~ ...J .• J.•·.l .,. l...) 1 Ju., .. ..... • .. .._, ..L I d 
The.~ moclels d.ev'ised to expl8in the p:rofjles along 
lines 1 and 2 describe bands of variously mAgnetised 
Extsndin~ these bodies to 8n infinite depth ru~de little 
?~ffc;<::·~ on ·'·.he p:•c.f:11e~' _ _so iJ: was clecieled .Jcb.At.-l:h.e. bod~-cou.ld 
.be. t'r'e'a.ted BJJ. r,e::·:-- c~ur·f2Jee nwterial" TtrJ s would frr in· with 
].Qt; .• 
ne8r horlzont~l r~versed field. The v~lues for the 
1ntensity of mn~ne~isntion are lArger thnn those 
meRsured here but this could he a result of wenthering 
And consequent loss of ferromRgnetjc mincrnls i.n stJ.rfDce 
S8mples from Meldon. 
Pyrrh~tite is an unstable ferrom8gnetic ~ron 
sulphide which is r~adily weathered ~c iron oxide or 
hydroxide, so it is unlikely to exist in significant 
qunnti ties in the Heathered zone wh-.i.ch is thought to go 
down tc about lGO m. (Scrivener, personHi communication). 
Consequently rock 8t depth is likely to contain more 
pyrrhotite nnd hence h.:wc n hj.gh<::r ·.,alue o:f II.~gnei;isn"ti.on 
than the sediments at the ~urface. ~he hodies in the 
models for lL11::s 1 ~nd 2 do appro::lch thP. sv:·fnce sc the 
int~nsity cf mAgnetisation probnbly represent~ the ~enn 
value for th~ Jeplcted and pyrrhc~ite Gnrj.ched zones. 
Of the four lines which cross the rkeh~mpton 
Anoi.iiP.ly only th12 model for line 5 sugg0;:;·~s th;:Jt; there 
are b~nds of both LovJer and Upper Culn; ;1:t=.!"!S!lT'~ sediments 
with signific~n~ m~gnetisation within ~he met~morphic 
aureole of the iU'anitc. /;long line 5 tht~ magnc~;tc rock 
nbuts :.Jg:Li.nst the grnn:i..te·,_..:hile:: tht:J'e js a zone of non-
m~gnetic mR~eriRl next to the grnnite along lines 3,4~ snd 
6. However it should be noted th~t the roc~ ~ext to the 
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clo!;c tu thE: r,rnni.tc und t.hert~ j_s no evjdence of much 
n;ngnctite i.n thc;sc rocks. '1'hts ~t.'Ollld expl;-1in the ::thsence 
t:.• "l 0 C=' -~ • i- u· ( I~ :.~ "1 ,. n ., ~ 'I 1) ·1 , r\ '..,... " ·l' I c: , ... , ·:-- , 
•.• l =~ t: (. s . ' e . e (_ 1 r.l •• \.. ~- c . - .. ~ n c • ' l·" c ' ......... d_L cGrnmuni.cation) 
tllat nny pyrrhot::i. tc; j r~trod.Llcecl by earlJ hydr·cJ1;herm.91 
solutions, is lH~r:.:l.•.r i~o be rr.et:::niiorphosc::d or redist.r:i.buted 
remanent ~agnctic directions ~ould produce rock with a 
h.igh susceptibil~ +.y but lo· .. , reu1Dncnt mngr:e~i.sa~.::~on: 
hence the signjficRnt induced component in the body 
pyrrl:.o"i:;j_te (;::i.n•:;l':.;J_i_:c;;:;tion gt; the outer edge ~nd beyond 
the metamorphic <1!..1! eole is Lugcly confined to the Lo'~Tcr 
RSsess the models for lines ) L ~ ~n~ ~ 1n the licrht 0_.[ 
_; ' I ) •" ._ •• • ........ - .- • • I V - .J t-. • ~ 
known geology to seo if they ~eprGsent possible 
structures for Lo· .. j:.:=;r CuJu; gc0stu·e sc-:C.in:cmts. 
In Chapter 1 ~h~ work of DeArmAn and Butcher (1959), 
Edu:onds et ~!.I. Freshney nnd TAylor (1971)7 
~anderson and Jeor8~n (1973), and Hobson Rnd Sanderson 
ll975) on the s~ruc~ure of the ~~ld0n are~ wRs discussed 
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Bren the fold 1im1Js d:ip north ni; 30° ."lnd 60° ;:~nd the 
direction. The other ·import.:Jn!; s~:ructura1 consider.gtion 
is the number of f:Hllt!" ohservcd cutt:inr, ~;hese older 
rocks. 'I'he cross-scct;j_ons slw;m j_n Fig. 1. 3 which 
roughly coincide with ports of lines 3 and 5 show how 
a me::ms by \·Jh:ich block!'~ of Lower Culm i-ieasure rock can 
be moved nearer to, or further from, the surfa~e. These 
faults, be they normal or reversed, djp north ~t 30° nnd 
So, either faulting or folding could deter~ine the 
shape of the Lower Culm Measure sediments. This 
suggests th~1t if the body representing the~:--· S(Xl~u:N1ts 
U, tt were far,lt bounded it would dip -Olt 3C 0 or 60°. 
Hm-:ever the cros~;::-sections on F'tg. 1.3 ~uggest that 
both f au 1 t ing 8nd fo ldj ng play n pM·t. :! n d et or min~ ng the 
s true tur e so j_ t is imrort ant t.o a ~3SG~;s the models in the 
light of both these considGrntionf, 
It was bGcause of these structural con~ider~~1ons 
i-h""" th h" ··1 · · 'J" f' 't:: 0 1,or tl 1 u 8 " -. c gr.:-; p, l c" .L y u. e r 1 v ;; ~:;, :11 p o ~~ .1 • "1 E: c nus a 
body for line 3 \-;ns l::eli.eveJ to be c:oJ·r·E~ct. This 
suggested that tho body \•!<1!:1 the nost:~ r:f ::-; foJ.:! so t.~1e 
nch]_c_:;v~d. 
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The model tor linu 6 also jndica~c~ thAt folding h~s 
occurred. If the bod."ic!:= Grc b1l~en +:o he slnbr. of LoHer 
Carboniferous or older ~ock which hnve been enr~ched with 
pyrrhoti.te th~:;t: tr.c andulnting tor. surf;-ice of the 
lliagnetised rock prob~bly represents gentle folding of 
these oJ dsr sed:i.n:ents. 
hjghly magnetjc ~ock exists as sl8bs, dipping 30°N, qnd 
which deepen slightly to the north. Inspection of line 
4 sho'.v.s th13t the Etajority of bodte:~, including the normFJlly 
magnetised slnb fall wjthin Rn areR known to contAin 
Lower Culm Mensure sediments. It i~ easy to conceive of 
the most northerly slnb as being A tectonic slab of the 
snme rock type:-;. The dip of the interfnce bf.:~:.'.oJeen i ·I; nnd 
t.IH~ ~1ody irrr:iedi Flt;eJ.y to its sou1;h ~ould then "bG intGr-
preted as R fault pl~ne dipping north At 30°. By 
contJ·Hst the tCJodel for lin;:: 5 is dJ.f"fir..:n:lt to explnin 
c-1s thC;· bulk of the nwgnGt:i.sed rocl~ ex: .. s·:,s to the north 
or south of the inliEr Hhile iliOSt of the E:xposeod Lo\!Jer 
Culm l··ier1stue ::;edi.n.ents t=Jppcar· to be ncn-nwgnetic. 
It \1-J:=.Js utent:i.oned earl"ieJ.· th::Jt pyr~·hctttt.1 js eAsily 
·weathered And thnt this radicAlly ~l~ers the m~gnetic 
p.!'opert].e:, of tbt-: 1,ocl-: ccnblin1ng th~is ruiner:-11. 'l'hi.s 
could me:~n +.h'l:: i;l'Je undt.:l;)~ior.:: i.n ~:opogr:1ph~r ::ttrS·i)uted 
d~?C!:•E:n lJy 1')(1 ii .• in '~n eqil::ll d~s:; . ,r:'>.:' (::;cc l:inr." 5: Fi.g. 
1+._1..::.); or gc dovn l;o .250 rn., so th~ :3:.1ppn;:;i.ti.on:=: .')bout 
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This chr!pt<-!J' c!'f~~c:ti..vely covf·r·s t.hrc:e ::1spect;s of the 
the north-east to "lr'\·.' in t.he souj;h--~-:.sst. Straddling the 
bound;-ny bet'.rieer! tht~se tv.'O regions thc;re i.s the Hia,]ol' 
ond found to its .south over the n;r~t,,qu;orphic <lll!'eole 
of the Dartmoor crnnite there are short wavelength 
enomeliGs detec·i:."JbJ.e only c.long the ground traVE!l'ses. 
Even though ~o evidence to support this hypothesis 
i~ set out :~n ·i;his thesis it seem~:; ljkely ·l;h:~t. the 
regional fie10 J~ cAused by tho juxt~pos!tion of non-
n:Dgnetic: rcc:-:~; to the: south - the grnni.te r>Ld Devo.!:i.an 
i:·1€o~nn l:: :-;.::dj_,illjll i_;~ i_;o the rwrth, son.i:': of 1.-1hte!1 hnve be:en 
only pyrrhot.i.tc i::iner:~lisRtion seems J.:i..kely. There is 
to C-?.llse such ·; J.:;~·-ge r-3noru.1ly -~nd Loth DevoniAn spillit.es, 
which ;'lr<:; Jjh.:;-.1.'.r tc .-.;.::!~:!; :.=;t ds:n::h under the Culm 
. 
~-..r,)rc:.: ::qc,.-~jfi:··~:~:_·!\- :': ~s ·:;~-:ou:_~~1'~ ~-1~.:-~t; 1:;he fc:rroin=lgnel:ic 
.1.09. 
sedimcntF is responsible for the significant ffiRgnetic 
properties of thuse rucks. 
'I'here ;ne three modes of pyrrhot.i te development in 
Cul1n J-:leE~sure sEdi.Jlicnts: therr:inl meb111.orphic R-:_ f;err~tion, 
metnsornatisrn Dnd the penecontempornneous bedded mi.nc;r::Jl. 
It seem~ likely that the lntter two mode~ of empl~cement 
are responsible for the nyrrhoti~c in the Lower Culm 
Of these the hydrothermally emplAced veiG miner~l seerus 
more likely Rlthough there is probnbly some bedded 
pyrr·hot1 1;e ;:~~_; v!ell. It ts also J.jkely that, lH·:e the 
bedded rrdf':ler;;1l, much of +:he !i'e) S "!nd N~ cont~:dned :!.n 
thE veins wn~ derj_ved from volcanic sources. 
The models h~~e shown th~t penecontemporaneous 
bedded pyrrhoJ~i.';e o1· hydrcthm•rHally emplRC(~d veh1 
ments beyond the lliG~3rrorphic aureole, And th~t these 
sedi1r.ents C•-'n~;itlLH-! nort!1 under the ·r·oc1~s of the 
Crackington Fo:rr:Jr!t~~orL Th8 s~rtJcturc of +.he older 
sediments 18 def~ncd by folding nnd f8ulting. Along 
some lines (lines 3 and 6) folding ~ppeRrs to be ~ 
more importMit eon~:ic\erq !;) on ~,o;here~s <Jlong linGs 1.,. CJnd 
t I, 1·· 0 !1 ·r !1 t he . ~ 1 · · n ]. 111 .: ~.., ml ,h, '"'.-. ,<', r_:_: '·-'- C.• 11 f :_. _·r· 1·.: •• t-, ·,h."-· i: • • · b • -· •'•"- ~•:.-. . .... !.L.t, ,., _ _ _ 
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The di re:!ct~_CJn!:: of il!8gnef;j sa·r-.~_on q~;ed in the modelling 
correspond to thEo (-,:;f'J.y Pen.ir:J!"!_, <~ t; -~·:hi ch time the 
pyrrhotite is beljeved to hAve been emplAced. The intensity 
,.... f t1. !Cl rr n "' + ; c ., +- i 0 t·· \; '' l 1..)' ... ••~"' • t:J ol. '"\,., .. 1 -. •· (J V - • \.. · f • --1· !' . n:. ) ~n clevistng the 
models is greAtEr th~n thnt ~ensured in the field (see 
Ch;:1pter 3) but the S<lruples cnn!e from near the surft-Jce and 
are therefore l1k0~-~ to be weRther~d nnd hnve a lower 
mcgnetisation then the un~ltered ~ocks at depth. 
F'i na lly, thE: rc. :! n er -11 i sot j_on h;,rpo ';hes j s con curs 
with sn observation made by the T.G.S. (Fenning in 
associated gr8vtty nnoffialy. 
short wavelength anomglies detected on the ground traverses 
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5~1 Introductioq 
This chapter Attempts to ~ie together the results 
obtained in the previous chapters, nnd, in particular, to 
assess the n:eritf: of the :interp:rr::!tRtio!l deseribed in 
of many similar nnomaliEs which atretch Across CornubiR 
it is import~nt that it is not treatei in isolation hut 
compared with these nt.hPl"' lr:!lan,::::d·:i r; 
- - ~- -... ~-- -· Cl -. - ~ - ..... 
may have comparable origins. 
Chapter 3 describes the study of the rock s9mples 
t~ken from varjous sites in the oreR. Meqsuremcnt of their 
rr,p,gnetic propt-rUco!'; revealed thFJt thco directj_ons of tol:.a..J. 
~agnetisRtion 8re scattered wi~h o menn of D = 97°, I = 
-l r~ 0 ..., ' ·d ., ; "',, . r-
.1 r. .• l· ,, lf.r.,·.l.LUDI smc:111 
112 .. 
Study of the mirH:·rn1.og_v sho\·!F:d f;h:1t; the nwgne!;ic properti.es 
of the ~ n rn p 1 e s c D u 1 d b c=: a t i; r :i. b u !; e d to -~he f e r r o 111 R g n e t j c 
. •! . J " ' 1- • .., ;. ·i t . IIL.ner.,1 ., P ... Ird~··-· e. It was present in two forms~ 
the dissem~neted forif. ]s the t;hcruwl .<1lterF.1tion product 
of detritAl sQlphidcs, notRbJ.y pyrite, ~nd is restricted 
tn the metnmorphtc nureole of tr~G grAnite. '!.'he; vein 
mineral is believed to h;we been hy::lrothermglly empJ.~ced 
by fluids emanating from the grAnite which could trRvel 
distances as greAt as 7 km. from the granite contact. 
The models obtained in the prev~o~s chepter jndicRte 
thAt both the OkGh~mpton AnomAlY And the smAller dis-
turbnnces to i i;s south-\·Jesi~ Rre r.;:,used by c.or1posi te 
bodies running parollel wi~h th~ granite contact Rnd 
isRtion used in the ruouels \vere resol.vect nl.ong r1 typica.l. 
e~rly Per~i,qn declinAtion of l89° (Creer~ 1966, CornwelJ, 
196'7) and ne~r hori.zontf'!l :incl:i..n~tions \·!ere ob+;ained, 
indic~ting th~t the bodies hRd ~n early Permian direction 
of magnetisation. The D~rtmoor grani~e was jntruded at 
•· 'n; s t i r·" ~- iN ~, 8 0 '" v L .. 1.. J - ~! \::: \ c.. o. J • .t. • ' r-!5. lle.r and Xch.r, 1964) so it seems 
lih:!J.y thot the :rem8nent fic:ld of t!;r:: c.:ms;:Jl body \·.'JS 
obtqined nt the tim2 of ~he grani~c jntrusion. 
l,-, .. ,,lJ'.c.······'(:.,:! -.-~-. 1,,. .. -1,, .. ; r-c. 
"' ... - u ;.,• ;_.- \. lt '-~ ..L. t--: j :.. :..... _: ::l ' 
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hnd r.n <'!SsociP.ted ii1P.gnetic ::~nou~::J1y, confirrr:ing the idea 
that dolerites hAve an unusu::~1ly low magnEtisation in 
this area. The volcanics, although magnetic, are of 
insufficient thickness to ~ause the Rno~Aly ~nd the 
spilliteR do not po5sess ~ suffjciently high mAgnetis-
ation. Py:r:rhot;it;e miner~lisation \o/~s therefore thonght 
to cau~e the Ckehampton Anomaly and the locAl d~sturbnnces 
including the short wavelength anomalies. Near surface 
developments of both vein and disseminate,d pvrrhoti t.e 
within the metamorphic p.ureole are thought to cause the 
~hort wRvelength AnomAlies. These types of mineralisa-
tion ~r~ also thought to cRuse the Sffi~ll dis~urbances 
such as those detected Along lines 1 R~d 2 which would 
explain \·:hy the sl~bs of rnagnef;; !'ed :roc1~ run pargllel 
with the gr~nite contAct. Ve~n pyrrhotite cAn be 
developed beyond the metamorphic aureole ~nd is though~ 
to be a significant contributor to the Okehampton 
Anomaly. However evidence north of the Bodmin Moor 
granite, in R borehole at Wilsey Down, suggests thq~ 
penecontempor?.neou~ bedded pyrrhotite ca~ exist in 
Lower Carboniferous ~ediments interbedded Hith volcAnics 
from which it Has probably derived. ftlthough there is 
no evidence of bedded pyrrho~i~e in the Okehampton 
region it could contribute toward~ the observed 
anomaly. ~owever, the early PerffiiRn direction of 
magnetisation suggests thnt the vein ffiinerRl is more 
likely to be the main cause as it was emplRced P.t the 
• 
time of the Dartmoor grBni~e. 
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Beyond t.he r.Jet::norphic nureole the vein pyrrhottt.e 
i~ thought to have been preferentially emplAced in the 
Lower Carboniferous sediments so the models shown in 
Fig~. 4.11 to 4.14 indicate the structure of the buried 
Lower Carboniferous rocks. The CAUSAl body is 1-2 ~m. 
wide and dips north et 30° (or 45° 1n the case of line 
J). The ~urf~ce topography of lines 3 and 6, which 
traverse the western and eastern ends of the Okeh~mpton 
Anomaly, indicate that these r'ocks <He fo)ded. Lines 
4 nnd 5, which cro~s the centre of the ~nomaly, indicAte 
thAt the body deepens slightly to the north, possibly 
as a series of tectonic slices. Fig. 1.3, taken fro~ 
the work of DeRrllian And Butcher (1959), indicatef that, 
even over distances as small as that between lines 3 And 
5, the structure of the Neldon inlier can ?.1 t.er 
appreciably. This indicates that the differences ~n 
structure suggested by the models are geologically 
possible. There is one important point to consider Rt 
this juncture. Pyrrhotite i~ easily weathered ~nd thi~ 
can radically reduce the magnetisation of the rock. Jt 
is possible the~ variation~ in surface topography of 
the body could be attributed to the effects of weathering. 
However the weathered zone js thought (Ecrivenor, 
personel COQrnunication) to go down to ~ depth of 100 m. 
so structures wjth a top surface as deep as 250 ~. (see 
line 6, Fig. 4.14) ~re unlikely to have been produced by 
weathering. Of course, the variation in depth~ of the 
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bodies could be substituted with R grenter variRtion in 
~agnetic jn~ensity from slab to slRb, but th:!s Rppro~ch 
~ 
was not chosen because the intention was to produce 
~odel~ which indicated e po~sihle continuAtion of Lower 
Culm l·ieP.sure rocks fron' the i·:eldon inlier north under 
the Crackington Formation sediments. 
The effect of weathering also explains the dis-
crepancy between the values for the magnetisation used 
I 
in the model= and those n.eC!sured :!.n s;nnpl.es from ;.~eldon 
5·3 Colliparison with npomRlies elsewhere in Cornubin 
As has heen wentioned previously the Okehqmpton 
Anomaly is not unique but is one of ~any silliil~r 
8nomalies which stretch across Cornubia following the 
southern n;argi n of the extensive u;r~gnet.ic high (see 
overlay to Fig. 1.1). This occurs over the region where 
Oulm Measure rocks arc exposed at the centre of the mid 
Devon syncline (see Fig. 1.1). The ruajor ~nomalies are 
at Okeharnpton, Crocke.rnwell and Tintagel, bu~ there are 
others, such~~ thRt at Lydford (see Fig. 1.1). They all 
occur near the southern boundary of the Culm MeAsure rocks 
where both Lower and Upper Carboniferous sediment~ are 
exposed, and neAr to exposed or sub-surfAce granite. No 
coiDparable aagne~ic anomalies are found north of the 
mi6 Devon syncline even though ·Lower and Upper Culm 
Measure ~edi~ents are found there. The older sediments 
FJre siu.ilar to those found in inliers along the southern 
mArgin of the syncline excep~ that both volc~njcs Rnd 
dolerites are Absent (Edmonds, 1974). 
The models described in the previou~ section 
suggest that the ffiagnetic anomAlies are caused by 
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pyrrhotite enriched Lower Carboniferous sedi~ents, end 
that this minerAl wr:s deposited by fluids which primarily 
originated froffi the granite. If this is so it would 
explain why no magnetic anomRlie~ are found in Rssoci~tion 
' 
with Lower Culm ~eaFure rockF ~orth of tbe mid Devon 
syncline where there Rr~ no grBnite~. It was Also 
suggested that the pyrocl~stjcs 1nterbedded wi~h Lower 
Culm ~easure sedimentr may have been a source for thE 
Fe and S requirEd for pyrrhotite ~ineralisRtion. So 
the absence of magnetic di~turbances north of the mAjor 
syncline may be attributed to the lack of volcanics in 
that 
Previous workers (Edmonds et al, 1968) have 
suggested that dolerite intrusions cause the AnomAlies 
at Okehampton, Crockernwell and elsewhere, And ·th~t 
"the uniform nature ?.nd l?.rge areal extent of the 
anolll?.lies makes the possi bi li ty of· their arj sj ng fron, 
minerali~ation H)th the Culm Jvle;:;sura rock~ unUkely 11 
(Edmonds et al, 1968). The body defined in the models 
(see Figs. 4.11 to 4.14) h<-!s a u.~gnetic intensjty of 
the same order of mAgnitude as thRt for normal dolerite, 
but dolerites throughout CornubiA have unusually lo~ 
n:agnetic intensi tier (Creer, 1966). Also, the models 
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is not. uniform but n,ade up of m?.ny ~l~hs of VAriously 
magnetised rocl~, ~nd the l~rge RreRl extent c~n Also 
118. 
be explAined in terms of mineralisation a~ the hydro-
thermal solution~ emanRtihg from the granite cAn travel 
di~tAnces as great AS 7 km. ::md hence deposit ru:lnerRls, 
not~bly pyrrho~ite, over a wjde ere~. The absence of 
doleritE north of the m~d Devon syncline is therefore 
unlikely to explain the lack of magnetic disturbances. 
Study of Fig.l.l And the~accomp?.nyi~g overlay 
suggests that. the mAjor anomalies south of the m~d Devon 
syncline 8re found near to the inliers of the Lower 
Culm MeAsure rocks. Thi~ i~ particulArly obvjous nt 
Tintc:~gel, Ckeh!'1mpton :1nd Crockerm1ell but !:mRller 
magnetic d~sturbance~ occur over other inlier~ such 
RS those down the western ~jde of the J~rtmoor grgnite. 
I t, is \·!0 r t h 1 o o 1<" i n g ?. t t hi s a r e r! i n more u e t rd l P. s :i t 
t~ locR~ed just south of the main areR of study. 
Hobson And SRnderson (1975) studied the struc~ure of the 
Carboniferou~ sediment~ situated west of thif granite. 
A cross-section runnjng north-south through LYdford is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.1 as is the magnetic profile 
along the farue ljne, taken from the unpublished J.G.S. 
1:25,000 Reromagnetic map. This profile shows that 
negative disturbances, similar to the OkehRrupton 
AnomAly, are found just north of the Lydford ~nd 
Petertavy inliers. In Chapter 1 it wa~ explained that 
these inliers are the anticlinal noses of folded Lower 
119. 
Culm 1;lea~ure rlnd 'i'rnnsi tton Serie:s rocks. 'fhe folds chr:mge 
from being overturned in the Okehampton region to 
recumbent further south, And they dip north At ~hallow 
gngles. It is therefore possible thAt the hypothesis put 
forw8rd to expl~in the Okehampton AnomAly may hold true 
in thi~ area; that reversely magnetised pyrrhotite 
enriched Lower Culm Measure rocks, continujng north ~t 
depth from the exposed inljer, cause the observed magnetic 
' disturbances. If thif" is the ca·se the qu.estion to ask is 
why the amplitude of the observed anomaly is gre~ter in 
some areas than others. 
It hns ~lready been pointed out (see Chnpt.er 1) that 
the volcRnics interbedded with the Lower Cqrbon~ferous 
sediment~ thin awaY from the Meldon cen~re (Dearmnn and 
Butcher, 1959), and it i~ believed thnt. volc~njcs mBy 
be a signjficAnt source for pyrrhotite. In Chqpter 3 
the petrology of the rock samples from Meldon Quarry 
was described. It was noted that the vein pyrrhot1te 
often contained exsolved crystals of the nickel iron 
sulphide, pentlAndjte. This suggests that h~drotherm~l 
solutions which deposited the pyrrhotite contained a 
high concentration of nickel. Such concentrations could 
not be obtained from the carbonate, argillaceous and 
arenaceou~ sediment~ found in the area, so it seem~ that 
the source vJas probably the volcanic rocks. So, \vhere 
the pyroclastics are th1ckest the mRgnetic disturbances 
wjll be the strongest. This supposition concurs with 
ob~ervations made in the north DRrtmoor region. 
120. 
Unlike the ~eldon inlier the inlier of Lower Culm 
~easure rocks situRted eRst of the SticklepRth fAult 
(see Fig. 1.1) contAins no pyroclAstic rocks except at 
its eastern end. The Okehnrnpton nnd Crockernwell 
Anomalies are situated over the Meldon inlier ~nd the 
eP.Stern tnd of this inlier respectively (~ee overlaV to 
Fig. 1.1). no magnetic anomaly is observed over the 
area where no volcanics are exposed. Fig. 1.2 shows 
that volcanics are found with Lower C~rboniferous 
sediments north-we~t of the Dartmoor granite and F~g. 
5.1 shows that n.agnetic anomalieF are associated \vj_th 
these sediments. 
Conclu~ions 
Evidence outlined in this thesis suggests that the 
Okehan.pton Anomaly is c:msed by pyrrhot.i te enriched Lower-
Culm Measure rocks which dip north at approximRtely 30°, 
under overlying Upper Carboniferous sediments of the 
Crackington Formation. This ferromagnetic mineral was 
mainly developed as a result of metasomatic activity 
during the late stages of the granite intru~ion. As the 
models confirm, the remanent fjeld therefore has ~n early 
?erffiian direction. Small amounts of bedded pyrrhotite 
may also be present but its eRrly Cnrboniferous direction 
of rnagne-tisation is unlikely to have much effect on the 
overall anom?.ly. Jt has been suggested, however, ~h~t 
the volcanics nssociated with this bedded pyrrhotite 
121. 
were Rn t~portant ~ource for Fe and S, thu~ explR1ning 
the correlation between major anomalie~ Rnd Rreas, like 
~ 
the Meldon inlier, where Lower Carboniferous pyrocl8stics 
are exposed. 




in Lower Carboniferous 
sediu.ents (E;nly Perminn 
direction of magnetis-
ation). 






ated pyrrhotite within 
the metAmorphic Aureole 
(early Permian direction 
of m~gnetis~tion). 
Very small contributions from dolerite (Lower 
and Upper Carboniferous directions of ~agnet­
isation) and volcanics (Lower Carboniferous 
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(i) To cAlcuL~Jte the n1e.:1n V::Jlue of ~he ir.::~gnet.1c field 
from F1 set of dissim'il~r fields 
Each field is divided into its components 
Ix = JcosicosD 
lY = Jcosisin.U 
Iz = Jsini 
such that J = intensity of magnetis~tion 
I = inclination ) ) as shown below 
D = declination ) 
The ~ean value for Ix, Jy and lz is c~lculated. The 
characteristics of the mean field can then be computed:-
= L y me::~n 
lx mean 
tan(Imean) = l.. z mean x sin(D mean) 
L y mean 
· 
3mean = ~z ffiean 
sin(I mean) 
VI 
By using this method the summntion of the fields is 
correctly weighted. 
Table Ai lists the components of the remRnent, induced 
and resultant fields. The remanent fielJ components 
were calculated using experiffiental data (Table ).2), 
the induced fields were computed using the ]nformRtion 
listed below and the resultant the sum of the above. 





8°\1/ i.e. +352° 
66° 
(Ref: U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office charts) 
(ii) Fisherian St8tistics 
As magnetisation is a vector it can be expressed 
in cartesian co-ordinates by its direction cosines: 
4 = cosDsini ) ) I = Inclination 
Y. = sinDcosi ) where ) D = Declination 
z = sin I ) 
(see Table ft.ii) 
The length of the mean magnetic direction can then be 
calculated:-
R = + + 
From this the precision parAmeter, K. can be estimated~ 
K ~ k = ,N-1 
N-R where N = no. of samples 
VII 
The cone of confidence ~95 and the circular st~ndard 
deviation, e_63' can be computed. 
= - ,N-R {/p ~ - l)J 
R \ w-.l ~ 
where. ~"~' is :[:he angle o·f the cone in which 
~ere ~ a. ??io prcba..li~ that the trt.te· 
di.rec.tron l1es. 
1.e. P:: 0·05 
= ~ 
K 
A circle of radius 9 6J degrees about the mean will 
encompass 63% of the data points. 
The larger K and the sm~ller C( 95 and e 63 the less 
random will be the results. 
The circularsb.nda.Td error (c.s.e) is also G measure of 
the degree of scatter. Like e 63 to which it js related 
by the formula shown below, the larger its value the 
more scattered the results. 
























l~905. 3. 2 
N905.3.1 
;-~e~:m 
T~ble .Ill: Shm·ting the x,v~omn.onents of the reri:~nent (R), ~nduced (I) 
;:md resnltP.nt (R+I) rnA!met.is.!:lt:ion of roc1~s f"!"or.1 tl:eldon !Juqrrv 
'all values in e.rn.~. unless other-..1ise st..qt.ed) 
RemAnent (x lo-6) ResultAnt (x lo-OJ Induced (x lo-5) 
JxR JyR JzR ~IxR+I JyR+I JzR+I Jxi Jvi T J~-
o.og2 0.113 0.02 c , ~ o.e2 ig:~l ~-57 - "0.93 lg.o~ - ~:3· 0.1 - 0.16 0.15 1. 1 .20 - 1.2, 1 • 25 
9.84 - 0.086 0.15 12.35 - ·0. 5; 5.82 2.51 - 0.44 5.67 
- 1.95 O.J4S - 2.90 . 0.41 - O.Oo2 2.42 2.36 - 0.41 5-32 
- 2-35 0.064- - 2-3 - 0.02 - 0.35 2.94 2-33. - 0.41 5.27 
- 3-89 0. 955" - 4.21 - 1.54 0.545 1.09 2-35 - 0.41 5-30 
-205.12 948.90 -858.9 - 97.83 930.26 -616.62 107.29 -18.64 242.28 
-310.27 705.05 -632.8 -~~30. 13 691.-13 -451.82 80.14 -13.92 180.98 
-50lt.87 830.48 -982.10 -lr04. 76 813.09 -756.03 100.11 -17.39 226.07 
0.054 0.078 0.03 l. 53 - 0.18 3-38 . 1.49 - C.26 3-35 
65.27 227-4-9 - 53.12. 71.38 22b.~3 - 38.31 6.11 - 1.r6 1).31 
- 0.124 - 0.077 0.08 1.64 - 0.387 4.06 1.76 - 0.31 ).98 
- !.295 4).62 - 12.06 _l.JO ·43.17 - 6.22 2.59 - 0.45 c:: gu. ..1. . 
- 4~.49 12.28 :81~:~5 - 30.81 1~-49 - 58.82 16.68 - 0.29 ~7.6.3 
-32 .9 30.97 -298.79 g6. ~ -7~8.98 26.11 - 4.54 ~8.97 65.51 570.43 565 .2t• 118.41 5 1.24 6 ... 4. 7 52.9 - 9.19 11.9.46 I 
185.86 501.83 693-37 249.44 490.84 836.95 63.58 :10.99 143.58: 
- 0.007 0.056 0.02 0.64 - 0.06 1.49 0.65 - 0.12 1.47 
- 0.003 0.053 0.15 0.70 - o.c9 1.76 0.71 - 0.13 1.61 
- 0.95 - 4.52 - 0.69 5.63 - 5.66 14 .16 . 6·. 58 - 1.14 14.85 
22.27 - 14.66 2.41 28.94 - 15.88 17.67 . 6. 76 - 1.22 1c:: .... , .,~.c:::c 
o. 54 0.0,3 0.06 6.83 - 1.3Z. 14.25 6.29 - 1.~5 14.19 
0.089 0.069 0.07 7-35 1.19 16.47 7.26 . 
-, 16.4c 
- - 1.20 
- o.oo6 0.0003 0.03 7.01 - 1.22 15.89 7.02 - 1.22 15.86 
- 44 .o. 160 .1;- - 91.1 - 19.~ 156.3 - 43.2 21.5 - ).64 49.56 
Whence the declinn.t~on (D), Inclination (I) a;~d mean magnetisation c.n can be c~1cul~ted: 
nR 
= 105° oR+ I = 97° or = 350° 
rR 
= -29° rR+I = 15° . : ri = 66° 
JR = 190 x lo-6 e.m.u. JR+I = 164 x 10-6 e.m.u. JI = 53 x lo-6 ~.m.LA. 
= 190x 1o-3 .A.m.-1 = l&tt-x Io-3 A.m.-1 = 53 x lo-3 A.m.- 1 
>e 




Narue K I Y. ~ .a .nJ£ y z. 
.iv1601. 3 .. 0.4741 0.8623 0~1779 0.4305 0.0015 . 0.9026 
r~1601. 2. 2 0.6455 -0.5592 0.5203 0.4090 0. 07·'32 0.9092 
1-1602.2 0.9999 -0.0087 0.0148 0.9038 -0.0398 0.4262 
J-1603-3-2 0. ~·5~7 0.0993 --0.8261 0.9836 -0.14.98 0.1019 
M603.2.2 -0.7105 0.0192 --0. 70]4 -0.0383 0.0022 0.9993 
1·.603 .1.1 -0.6697 0.1645 ·-0. 7242 -0.7'343 0.·0278 0.5548 
·-1'.!800 .1.1 -0.1583 0.7320 --0.6626 -0.0874 0.8303 -0.5505 
M800.2.2 -0.3112 0.7072 --0.6347 -0.2685 0.8062 -0.527~ 
M800.2.1 
-0. 365"t 0.6010 ·-0. 7108 -0.3424 0.6830 . -0.639 
t-1102.1 0.5451 0. 7818 0.3040 0.4119 -o· o4:3r: 0.9099 • -. ,1 
M103.2.2 0.2753 0.9593 ·-0. 224 0_. 3035 0.9384 -0.1652 
t-1103.1.2 -0.7095 -0.4777 0.5180 0.3731 -0.0931 0.9236 
M103.2.1 -0.0286 0.9634 --0.2663 0.2]10 0.9630 0.1_337 
H104.1.1 -0.4~·98 0.1131 --0.8914 -0.4563 0.17?6 -0.3719 
~vt104 .1. 2 ;I 0.0352 --0. 92S-3 'c.7 0.0324 -0.9302 -0.3c89 -0.3t_... 
M101.1.1 0.0813 0.7080 0.7015 0.1325 0.6283. 0.7667 
i·d01.2 0.2113 0.5775 0.7385 0.2485 o ._4~B9 0.8:,62 
-
~i901.1 .-0.7515 0.6097 0.2521 -0.3941 0.0370 C.9181. . ~ 
~-1901~1 .. -=-0.0206 0-3~73 0.9412 -0.3693 o. c4~?2. 0.9274 11904.1 0.2031 -0.9 79 --0.1478 -0.3465 0.3484 o.871c 
Ivi904. 2 0.83}.6 -0.5475 0.0898 -0.7735 0.)0?3 o.4709 
t-1905 .2 .2 0.9927 0.0616 0.1037 -0.43C5 0.0851 0.3936 
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* • * 
• MAGPLOT * 
• • • 
TO PLOT OBSERVED AND CALCU.LATED ANOMAL l ES, TOPOGRA~'Hv:. 
AND MllDl:LS 
*PLOTSY~ USED 
* F.W.GREEN 1979 $ 
INPUT ON UNIT 3 : FI~LD DATA 
INPUT.llN UNIT 4: DATA D~SCRIBING AERlAL PROFILE 







CAL~ FTNCMO(iSET ERRMSG:OFF;ei4) 
READ(3,33) N 
f-' 0 R 114 AT ( 1 X , I .J ) 
~EA0(4,33) M 
DO 10 r"=a".N 











I(= t . 
7 READ(5,5,ERR=6) BX(K),BZ(K) 
5 FOR~AT(.1X,F8e3t3XtF8.3) 
K=K+ 1 . 
GO. TO 7 
6 READC5wSw~ND=l00) 








j="j + i . . 
GO TO 99 
K.K=K-1 
DO 13 I=1,KK 
BBZ( I )=-BZ( I) 





CONTINUE . . 
CALL PAXIS( 1e0e6e0, 1 DIST.t\NCE-KM' ,-11elleO,O.O,O.O, le(f,t •... 
CALL PAXI.S(le0t6e0t 1 ANOMALV-GAMMA 1 ,13,4.5,90.0e-2000.b,· 




CALL PAXIS(leOe4eOt 1 KM 1 t2t1l.OeO.OeO.beloO,·l.O) 
c A L L p A X I s ( 1 • 0 • 1 • 0 • I HE I G H T K M I • 1 1 • 4 • 0 • 9 0 • 0 • - 3 • 0 • l • 0 ·, 't •.• , 
CAL~ PSYM8(2o0el0o0e-0.2,J,O.O,-l) . . 
CALL PSYM0(?..25el0.0,-0.2, 'CALCULATED' ,o.O,lO,) 
CALL PSYMB(2.25el0o3,-o.z,•OBSERVED•,o,0,8) 
CALL PSYMB(l.Q,9.8,-0.25,q7,o.0,-1) . 





CALL PL r NE ( CX ( 1 ) , CA ( 1·) , J- l , 1 , 1 , 3, l • 0) 
CALL PLTOFS(OoO,lOOOoOo-3300.0,1000.0,loO,I.O) 
CALL PL[NE(BX(l),BBZ(l)eKKeltOtOt1•0) 
CALL PLTEND . 
S TOI3 . 
EN.D 
. .'~ .. , 
...... 
. .··. '": ······:. 
. ..... , 
APPENDIX C 
Data describing. the ground 
and aerial profiles 
X.VI. 
Data deGgribing the cround .trnverGe along line 1 
Date 
25 10 11 
2S 10 "11 
25 10 71 
25 10 "17 
25 10 "17 
2!1 10 rt 
2!) 10 ., ., 
25 10 77 
25 1v 77 
L~ 10 "77 
25 lU rt 
L!> 1J ,., 
.::!.> 1U 77 
l ' 10 
,., 
1 ., 10 rr 
17 1J 7"1 
1"/ 10 1 7 
l 1 lU 77 
"17 10 f"{ 
1 l lu rr 
i.7 H) 17' 
17 1v -n 
17 liJ 7 ., 
l l .ld .,., 
17 10 I" I 
l -, lJ "17 
17 10 11 1 ., 1 I • "! "! .. . ..... 
1.7 J.V 17 
ll lu n 
17 10 '7-, 
17 10 Fl 
i. ·r lu rt 
1/ 10 n 
l I 1v 77 
1 1 1u .,., 
17 1iJ 7 7 1 ., ll.l 11 
1"1 10 "11 
1"/ 10 11 l ., 10 F/ l ., 10 n 
ll lv rl 
l ' 
l() 7 I 
l"/ 10 77 
1 I 1-.J 
7 ' ~ l l.U 7 
.i. I 1u 71 
l l 1u "{"( 
l -1 lv 71 l -,. 1u n l ., lU Tl 
1 I ld 11 
l I 1J 77 
ll 10 r1 
L 7 10 .,., 
11 1U l"/. 1 ., iv ll 























1 J '•:) 







lU't l 1 ~; ,, iJ 
1 v'tV 





































::H .. ?.(;O 
.;t.o.OO 
Ji:.7.(j·j 





'r H. • (, v 
oi1t!...~U 





























'I(.;(., o U l,j 
•t l.o ., • u l) 
itulr.uJ 
4o•.~·.u~.. 
11 1J l • ..; u 
•i "•J.:. • J l) 
't'-Jj.jl) 
.., •J":J. j u 
... 1.,1 ~ ... \) l) 
~.".J•r.~ll 
'·t':I!J. L)l) 







~t!.. u .l) 
3~ 7. 0 j2 b. u 
3t!..!;). 0 j2 ~. (j 








:.:a o. u 
:::lv.O 
.Jl 1 • lJ 
··.I 
J .. 1. v 
_j l ., . lJ 




















::>U 'I • u 
.Jli 'J. 0 




~v l. \,; 












'• 7 (J l't 
47v"'5 
't ., L '-Ji..J 
4 "/7 c:..:. 
<t 7 I j•, 
'• ., 1 c...1 
4"//•tt_ 
't 1 ~·:J 1 
4 I ':)•~!.> 
Lot 7 '·f\i i 
·1- ·h 1v 
't f ~~9 
1t 7 .~ l..i 
.:, 7 .!.'t J 
4 ., ~ l j 
47'-fo'-t 
4· I:>.:. ·r 
-:,. 7 :;:;,c; 





~ .. l :JuJ 
•t I ou4· 
1t ., ~ 1 ~ 
... ( .J ':J iJ 
,,·/:.Lc... 
'-t ., '.>U':J 
1.,_ 7'• "10 t, .. , lt..:: 1 
4 ., Ju'Ji 
., 7 .:.. L 4 
•f. ~,. 2 (, c:.. 
41 .~u ... 
47U7 
.'1"/Jv"/ 
.:, to u. 




i. (J ,l, t, 
'-rOv'-i'.i 
"•· t• l_; -~ '1 
"tt-' '7u 
4v~Jl 
l1 C...:;, i. V 
•tu't4J 
4uJul 
'• (.d ut; 





- "/9. t..d 













- C: 1 ., • (., t: 




- 'J',;!;. • ., •• 
- !.>t .. ~ •. , '::.1 
-LfJ.'Joli.J 
- ,j ~'t • 7 J 
-.::.;1.7•) 
- 2 11';~ • oU 
- ~ b 1t. 0 1 
-.::d.~.v::> 
-:::. ,· j • '" , .. 
-J"!•J-.!....·!..'1 
- :. 1 ~ • (; •> 
-.::'.b.t:."f 
- ... 0·t.;. l..ii_ 
- l. •;~:::. • '~ iJ 
-.(lo.'-Jl 
-£.0 '- • • , 2 
-.Jvj.':t,j 
- j_;',b. '~4 
-Jc-7 
...... '· 
-£, j'-J. '.'~) 
- ., '74 • <J {, 
- ~ ,, ll • .. ~ -, 
-Luo.·)"/ 
-uvl.<...c.. 
- ·r.::, i.. <:.'.I 
- J <:.2.. ';·l.. 
-t.;J'.,.Lu 
-vu 7 •'-J 
- '-,._:u. L!. 
- ·Jt-'J • u l. 
-llA!.;.Li 
- .i. 11. u. v&. 
-J . .i."/\j.u.::.. 
-L.Ll'i.l..;;. 
-lt!."IL.Lj 
-l. c.:. '-J lJ • \..,:.., 
-.i.:..t;l ... 'i 
-i4f~2.iJ'-y 
- ... ~; l.· l • v 1t 
-£.:..•/loU'"r 
-l.l. 't cJ • .:.. .. y 




. 1 "1 . 10 
.... , 10 
1"7 1J 
1"1 1u 
J.1 J.J 1 ·; 1u 
11 10 





1 7 liJ 
1"/ 10 1"/ 10 1 "( 1u 
17 lu 
l I l(J 
17 10 1-, 10 l ., lJ 
17 1u 
17 10 
1 7 1J 
l 7 1u 
17 lu 




.1. I .I u 
1"1 hi 
l 7 10 
l. l li.i 1 ., lu 
1 l 10 
11 lJ 
. J. 7 10" 
1"/ 10 





11 lU 1 ., 
.J.U l .,_ 10 
l/ 10 
1"/ liJ 
l ., 10 
17 l.U 
1"/ 10 
l. l lli 
l7'1U 
1/ 












































































1J .. :.. 








1 u;.: u 
ll.ilJ 
lu ... v 
lv1'J 
1U.Lu 






































.1.:- ... 1 
1vuv 
l.Uvv 
'-J 'I 'J 
"17· 1hb 
Distance from Height 
Qrigim-metr.es . metres 
1
-t'-Ju. '0 3uu. u 
~~·/.uu jl.).:;..li 
..... , '· !.> J ::Sv!.>.v 
'-t""l" • ..) u :_)\.) 5. L) 
~~~ u. ~u j~ 't. c 
4'J'Jo•JU j0't• () 
'1-~'-....~u 3 u 1t. () 





:; 0.; • !.H) jU~ .0 
-'u.J.uo 3J i.. 0 
!.H.i_::, o 50 ..:iO 1 • U 
!.>u4·.uu ::Su1.u 
!>li4.5J jJ .L. 0 
!.>o~.uu :>uu.u 
!}v!.Jo!.>U ~GO. u 
~vt...OU .iou.o 
~\.it.vu i!.lJ').v 
!Juo.uO "'':i'J. u 
~lv.Ju .C:'.J':ioU 
!JJ.levU t.'Ju. v 
5l..:..vv ~~ Oo \.) 
~l.>.UU ~'1o.u 
~ 1•t. 'J\J ~I.) l. 0 
~l!J.uu ~'J"!.u 
-'lvo..iU ~~-t.u 
:>1 7. JU t.::':.lo.U 
;,.i.~.uv i:. ';iu • u 





~.:;4 • ..JO "l.'J ·"t. u 
~~-'.00 ...: ') •t. u 
!ii.Lovu L.'J4.J 
5L."/. JO 2.':13.0 
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l.l.. 1u -,1 l; 1t 1t 541 .... ;u ...:~uL.u 't"l"l5..i -c...'• .v;:: 
l L J.v .,., u !t 4 :;..,,~ u. Ju ::>u1.1J o,iiJ<. -\a.!~. IU 
14· 10 1'7 u,o !l44u.uo 3t, J. u 1;· 7 v :J t. !J\J.j:::J 
14 10 ·n u'.;'/ :,4 't :>. Jv ::>7-J.i.J '1' ll ':<. -!.,j. '"'" ... · 
14 lu 7'/ tJ'.,}'/ ':J4:.>u.uu :::.'tu.u ., "I 7 .:.. • t -~..u.~... .... 
l"r 10 71 o:..o 54~~.\JU :::.rt. u 't 'f11d -<..1 . ~ :.:_ 
l.4 l.u '1"1 Ci~~ !.iltuu.Ju j7lj.u 11 {'{ L1 t 1. -~v. it. 
14 10 l I ot.U !:.o ·~ l. !J. 0 0 j'('j.(J '• 114·'.1 -'it • l..) 
14 iU 7"1 . c.t.-L !)ifl J. JO j li. u 4l!L.i.. 
-<..'. /~w 
14 10 l'l .... ;,)~ :>47::...vu 3u'J.(J 47 ll.''r - uu. (, v 
L <t J.U "17 ov3 !J'T8u.uu 3~Juo0 •1"fu':l~ -103.~ .... 
. l"t lJ 77 uu<t ':J"tt..!,).JU j(,~. v lt., u '.1 1.1 -lli'1·&,~ 
l•i lU 7 ., uu~ ~ ,,(j \J. J u ,j!;.'i.u l.t-"( /J::. - .i. lJ~ • l, .i. 
1 ~t 10 "I' I ul.'ll :,;·t'i;.,.l.,;l) J!:.o:J.lJ ·'tl(l)';.o -".1:.. 7'·· 
1 1t 10 '("f c....u I !.6JU. vU JS.::.u '• i flit -;.,1.•. c:.li 
J..'t lu I"! :.;;,~ !.I!Ju~.Ju :.0 1t ._;. v •t"llt.~ -/';·.(.1~ 
14 lO 7 l be.:.·') !) !.1 1 \J ... w 3•t 4. J "t'f"{L.;,;, - 7 ~ • :.d.J 
14 10 "f'l tJlU !>~l:,.Jo .J"t 1 • 0 'T 7"/ '--i.. -"tl..'jo 
!4 lU ., I 0 /1 !J:....::u.JO :;,'i3oU II-, 7 '-ru -:.·2.7l_.. 
J."t l ;) 71 '-: ., "j 5SjJ.UJ .:.:~·t. 0 'i i f'-tb -~'•· • v'•· 14 10 Tl :j '( lt ~~~ .. u •• iu ~·· v. ~ ~t 7 I '..Ju -!J.:.t.""J'J 1"r 1 u· ., I 0 ( '-' !:.o~5u.l•v jt,.f.J ·r"l ( '.:Jt - ;,c.j • ' .. i ... 
1.4 li) Fl l -,-, ljSo~.Llu .::.i'r ;). lJ .... -//)'( -_;'J •. , ,.t 
i '• lG -,7 l· 7 j !:>~-/v.UO ..>!JUoll 1t"t I'.Ju - ::. {J • .:, {. 1 ,, lv 77 :JU(J ~!:>ou.uo ... r.:: .. , ' ~:.>'-.u 41/'j:. - -'14. ::.i.::: 
14 10 11 c.iuC ~~'-;v.UU ..:>:.>::S.u '• Flui.. -::.!J • ..:.u 
l.4 1U 17 u~l. !.>uUv.uO ..:~'.:J:.i.J It ·n t.."J -::.!J.7'J 
14 1li .,., :itJ~ !:>u1v • ..iU )~v .J '• I I it'j -.::;.:,.:;~, 1<t 10 'II (,H,.';I :.>uC. 0. -JO ~!:l<..i.J ..:, 7 7<'tv -u~.L) 
14 10 i'7 u'.l J ':Jo,jv.liv 3<:>0.0 '• 1 7 ~':t - '/'L.. IL· 
14 lU -, 1 o"J.i.. !JI..·'iu.Jo 3u1.0 4111';~ -u 1 .v~ 
l•• I., .. u 77 ()•ji:_ !>o!,)iJ.llU joJ.u ,, "I '( j_ \) -t., ..... 4~ 
.i.4 1v 77 ~F:, !lc-t·v • .Ju :,e;"i.u .!t ll c., - ',·""t • .:,.::; 
lit 10 17 u~4 !J u ., v. 'J 0 ~uu.U "t 71 -v·, -·\j ~ .::..4 
l.4 1U 77 t.;:J:) ':Jt.ov.Ju j(·. I • J 4"1l.l~ ·- -...t•. 7 5 
1'1 10 "!"I 1.:: 'i l) ::..l. ~ u. uo jt;'J.O .:,-11"..:.7 - ~ .•; •:., I 
1'-t 1J rt ...; ·) '7 r.,)'fuv.JO j"( v. v 4 l/4 i - ~~ ~ • {.. 't 
u,. lli '1'1 j:}l.;, ~~7.i..~.JO ,j'f..:.u 4 1"/;SU - ... ~- • v c~ 
14 1J 17 ~..;J. ;.74-u.JJ .:) ., j. J 't ., Ju~~ -L. • ~. ,:.1 
J. It 1lJ "('( :li..JJ '.JL.u.'-iv j7~.iJ "'t/l."ir"J _: ,L l,.. e ..:; {I ...,, 
.i.•t li.J n '-.JL.4 !:.. -, •; i;. • ,)(j 'J/o.u •t I :.li.;·t , el..L L 
L-.. lJ 71 'iv'T. ~ -l!J \Jo Ju :d ~- u •:. -, I I~' --~ "i • t t It 
l'f HJ '11 -)J:.,i ~'t'.Jt... • .:.U ;;; 7 't. u 't I ll L - .:.. .. • ._ L 
!lr 1u ·n ,~i,.l,; ~"lu.._. .... u 'j '( . . 't ., ( 7 °7 -· i. !I • 1:. L..U 
1 '• J.l.i r: 'J u "I !) i 1, '..o. Lv ;,'lu. J It !to.:. -,· l • (., j 
.i.4 .~ "("( ".,JJ7 ~ .,,1 ~. 40 ::h.• 0. v ·;/lui -1 I • '- ,, 
l~ !J 'I I . '1\.JL ~·o.i.l. :... '-IJ :;uCJ•U 't 'I~! <.J 1 c:.. u • ... 
14 lv "If '1lU ~ v j .._. lti.J ~u ·~ • v 4 I o :J'1 '.;'-.\;,} 
l ~, lu '1'7 ~l.i.. !..o'ti ... ....,v 3u;.u "t f u j'r ~J • .cr'J 
Line 4 contd. 
Date 
14 lU 7"/ 
14 10 7"/ 
14 1U "7'7 
14 1\i 77 14 1 u .,., 
14 lU -/"T 
14 1U 77 
l. 4 1 \) 7-, 
14 1u -n 
14 10 77 
14 10 "11 
14 .1.0 "1"1 
14 l 0 1"1 
14 10 r1 
.&.4 10 77 
14 10 7l 
14 1u .,., 
l"t lU 77 
14 10 77 
14 10 7"1 
14 10 "/7 
14 lU 77 
14 1u -n 
14 10 -n 
14 1 u Fl 
14 1v 11 
.&.4 lJ 77 
14 l u .,., 
14 1 u '/"/ 
14 lli 77 
1 '· 1 '1: ..,, &."'T &.U II 
!4 1J 77 
.14 10 .-,-, 
1 !t 1 (J -,., 
14 10 77 
14 10 Tf 
14 10 ·n 
14 lU 77 
14 tiJ Tl 
14 ru ·77 
14 10. 7'/ 14 10 .,., 
i4 1v 7'/ 
14 1U 77 
14 10 77 
14 10 -,-, 
14 10 -,., 
14 10 77 
14 1U 1"1 
·14 lU 77 
14 1 u .,., 
::>u 1 v 77 
:iu 10 1"f jU 10 -, 
30 hJ .,., 
.:so t 0 -,., 
ju 1u rr 
~u 1u 77 
3 u lll -,7 





























':i j 't 
'ij~ 
ljjt, 
































St.o ~. '+u 
~L "I j. ou 
!:i.Jtil.oO 
5u'.tJ. 00 
!.l'J iJ t. • ~ li 











































t..-': '-.il. uo 




















3 .. a. o j4b.O 
34 't. 0 
34t.:.u 
34 u. 0 
::UL.i.O 
337.0 
.:03 5 .lJ ):;3.0 
~i l. u 






















t:9 1. J 
lJ'i.O 

























4-, ft.. 7 
4 7 111& 
4/74L. 
4 •t11 i 
't7u1'f 
477"/j 













4 7 5 "/b 
4 1 :>oc. 
4/b14 
4"/71G 




















•t "1"3~ 4 
4 I~ '7L 
41 (J lt.; 



















u • .l~ 





-~ 14. -,2 









-~::.t~ •. "\5 




















-·3L 1 • j.:) 








- 1"/'-; .o'.i 
-Lv,_.l;l 
-L't2o•Ju 
- .,., J. u4 
-u ~_j. lU 
-~w'.:d .l'l 
-(...,)3 eiJ. 
Line 4 contd. 
Date 
30 .l.v rt 
::H) l.U "l., 
JO .1.0 -, ., 
::,u .l.U ·rt 
30 10 71 
Ju 10 '/7 
.)0 1u .,., 
::so .1.0 ., 7 
~u lU -,., 
30 10 I I 
3u. lu '17 
30 1U ll 
3u .l.u 7"1 
:;u 10 '17 Ju 10 17 
30 10 77 
30 l(J .,., 
30 lv 77 j(j H.l ·n 
30 10 77 
JO 10 77 
3G 10 77 
30 10 17 
JO 1v rt 
30 !0 1"! 
~I) lU Tl 
3U 10. r1 
30 lu '77 
::so liJ 1'1 
Ju lu .,.., 
30 ll) 17 
3u 10 '17 
,jl) 1U -, 7 
3u 1-0 .,., 
.:;u lli '1 ., 
3li 10 71 
30 1(.; 77 
30 lJ 11 
::10 10 77 
30 10 77 
3\J lU 77 
30 l\J '('/ 
30 10 77 
30 10 7'1 
~v 10 77 
Time· 
minutes 
., 6 (J 
7u'.;; 





















































"/ J 1'1• ·JU 
7J9<;.JJ 










































































.i2 .i.. u 
















4 ! 4 .l.J. 
4/~49 
'• 1 1t 7 ':1 4/jU6 
4 ., !)1)'-J 
lt'lbl\J 




"t 7 .tf ltJ. 
47'12';) 





~ '1 () 'i/~;J 

















lt 7'1 ]Cj 






























- ;jl-t • . i. 1 























Data describine the ground traverse along Line 5 
Date Time Distance from. Height Reading Anomaly 
mt·nutes ori"gi·n-.m-etres me·tres· gamma gamma 
lu 10 77 1'-.i'i u.u ~3,i:.O 4"/73lJ -47.:..~ 
LO 10 77 79~ 9!:>.vO 54::lJ.IJ 4 77 1d -61. "10 
10 10 II "1'-Jo 1!;.1:,.,.uu ~£: 3 .u 4 "l"f~tj --'d .'tl 
lU 1u -... ~., uvv Llu.uu 51&.0 47741.) -4o. (;)(., I I 
10 10 77 oi.il .:'l:,.uu !:>u"l.O 4"1"14J -4:l.ut.. 
10 hJ "7"7 uu3 ~b·J. lh) 4'76.0 't774l - .. :>.71 
10 lu "1"1 (i\J 1t 4;ju.uJ 4ub.U 47741'.. -45.1!;. 
lu lU 1"1 oi.Jl 't'1J.uu 4"/o.O ,·,·; 73•J "7"40.!:>7 
10 lJ "II "c.JIJ/ 61u.~..o o 4!;>.;.iJ 41/YJ -4'-J.l.c: 
J.u 1l.) 77 ·~;;ou c.du.00 44;j.U 4"//.:Jj -~d.~t. 
10 10 -,-,. tiO~ /!Ju.OO 4;jlj.O 47/"j':J -:_,5.3'1 
11.1 1\J 77 . b 1t·l bl: (i. Ui.J 4~ , ... u 47/3c:. -~.;.10 
' LI.J 10 77 d~ i '13u.i.JO 41':1.J· ... -,, jlt - ~'7. b~ 
10 1v 77 bdJ 1u1v.UJ <t1~.u 4 713 1t -c.,O.:;, l 
10 Hi 17 bjU lu:.,~.5u 41::>.0 4"/7jl -u.;).<J~ 
10 lU 77 oj'i" lU~J1.Uu '"tl4.U 47C.J9u -'-1'-.l.l~. 
10 1u 71 b.:J'J 1vtith!.IU 41.:>.0 Lt 7 I J3 -i.J ..... c;~ 
J.i.J 10 77 o!:>b il.i.:..IJO 4Li. J 477L5 -"11.u;, 
10 1u 1"1 "uO ll31.5i.J 412.0 4772.4 -73 .9~. 
10 li.J Tl bu.J l1cd. ui.J 41£.0 4"//1/ -ol. 1'1 ~ 
10 lU "17 "bti7 ·1ltiL.50 411.0 'till "I -e:,:-:,.~1 
1U lu 77 ~iJU 1L5u.i.Ju '"tl2.0 4 -r-t \Jt:. -1Ul.':l!;. 
10 lJj Fl 'i.lv!..i l'"iJ.vJ 4J.L.O 't 7 ·1 L~ -'-JU.<..itJ 
lU 1u 77 ~\.)~ .;.)lU.OU 412.0 't:"l13t:. - I CJ • <;, 't 
lU 10 77 ~J!:>· Lj,w.uu 4J.3.U 477S'i -·57. 9b 
10 10 17 '.t OtJ l~o.tu.ou trlj.o 4"Ub7 - .. o • .-:· 2 
I 1"1 1 I\ ""7""7 :;) u 1 1::;·-:;u.uu 4i4.0 4Tiul -!>~.'-Jb ..... ... .., I I 
lv ..I.U 77 CJJO l441J .. JU 414.0 't I :J 0 I -!:i.ou 
lU 1 u . .,., l:iL.;) l4<.iu.uU 't:l!:..\J 4 -,-, ... J -7lj.(,l 
·1o lu 77 c. ' ;.., l5uu.Ji.J 4.1.5.0 4 7"/ iJ0 -;j5.4':i , .. ., 
10 lu Fl ':ilu l::>ui.OO 't:ltJeU 47"1•.~1 -24.2l-
lu 10 "77 ':i L .J i~vt.:.vO 416.iJ 1-t 7 dUO -14.J:l 
lG J.U 77 ':ic:.J J.::..u..l.uo -t1o.U 4 "I 010 -u • .;!L 
lU lU II 'ill 1:;,04.\JU 417.0 't I d~J j.ou 
10 10 77 <J 2.. L 1SO~.JU 417.0 4"/r:.J'-1 ..::~ •. " 7 
lU 10 11 ~..::.; l:)UtJ.~O 't:lti.O 47aSu j'-). ':l't 
10 liJ ·n '1c::j l5u7.vu 4lbeU 41137·1 L2..'13 
l" 10 Tl ~.:.4 lji.Ju.vO 41'1.U 4 /oSo 0~ • lJ l 1~ 1u "I" I ') ~!) l!>J~.uo 41 'J. 0 4/9~1 J. ,:.!) • U<.. 
10 1U 77 ~~ c: :.i 1~1u.Ju 4~U .u "td04't LLo.i.Ju 
lv 10 "1"1 'j~ (J l!.d1.uu 4~U. i.J 4tH60 3.!t4 .l u 
lu l.U· 17 9"t.t.. 1!:>.:.Loui.J 4~u.u ~.b~9v 4~0.J...: 
l.U l.u r; <;,~ (J l~,.J.uu 'tll.U 4o'tU ~ 'i& • ll. 
lU 10 r1 ~f:.1 1 !:1 L 1t. li J 4£1.0 4o~"fl 7~5.l..i 
lU lU "11 -J.:.1 J.!;)C:.~.uo 4t:'-..IJ lr civ db o"IO.lo 
.lu lu ·n ':.i '- lJ l!>io.uU 4~'-..U ;t i.i 7 ol t,c., ~ • .:c.. 
i.IJ 10 Fl 'JLd · J.':J'-./ .. JO 4.:,3.0 4tl I tlu '-J/,.,5 
lU lu .,..., '12 tJ 1 ~z u .• uu 4~ j. u '1ul'.Jl l.I"..>'.J.~S 
li.J lJ 7 7 '} '- ') 1!>.i':i.u0 4~ J. 0 '• u 't '.J i. (.).j~._j._ J.U l\J 1"1 'I'" :· L~·dv. JIJ 4~4.u 4u~i4 .::Uti.:,;: 
10 l(J 77 ':iC.:. '-1 ·l:..3l.JLi 4~.'t .. O -T"l'-to~ -J;)\i.lol 
lO lu Tl 9JU .l:Jj.i.uU 4..:5.0 ~/J4o -"lv'-7o'.lv 
lO 1u .,-, •;~~jJ l!JJ.J.Uv 4C:,. u 'tcJ{t:_'j -l\.,"::U.'.~li 
lU ll.i .,., ~JJ 1!.>~ .... 00 'tt.~J.U 46~4::1 ... -llv':ie 1d 
10 lU Fl ~.;' 1:.>.)!,).1.)0 ~"i.-/.() 4o:.>l.l. -i 0::'J3 .u ., lo.J iu 7"1 'i J ~~ i!:>.;u.JO 4;."/.0 4( .... 40:: -l j l '-. t:J ., 
lU lu II lj~~ l!lj7.UO 4~ u .u 4c. 2. Tv -l :J-14 .t..~i 
lv 10 n 'l~j 1~~".uo 4.;:u. U 't' lJ IJ 'J -1 '"J~Jo. H, lU 10 "17 ~~J l.':JJl.l.u\J 4-:~.u 4!;"/!JU -~Gt../.11 































. !u ·lu 


























































































































































Distance from Height 
origin-metres metres 
l5"tu. uu 4::SU.O 
1S4\..50 43J. J 
l !.>41 • ;jl) 430.0 
.i. ~'t.i. ~I.) 4"').0 
l!.>4i.uU 4~.,. u 
1:...<t;::.:..o 4C!ti.U 
154;,.uv 4-' 4. 0 











1~ub.JO i;(J c. •. u 
15-ll.llu 3tl-j. 0 
1~7::s.uu 3'.i7.U 














1!:1 .. u.UO 39u.u l5<iu.uu 3\}0.0 
l5~1.ou 3o4.0 















lv'iv.UU .34 J. 0 
1/ut..OU ::S4 0. 0 
.l'i1o.JU :A l. J 






















-t· 7 .:!.LU 
47541 
4 7 7 '.Jtt 












4(. 0 7c:.. 














it I c.2<· 
4 75 71 
4'/52.J 







4 1 ~ ''~ 
'-t'(jb<i 





















- !.rl. c; • 11 
-55-, • 5 c:. 
-"L-u ... n 
-~ "i • . , c, 






- 1...: u-, •. , 4 
··l':tO•J .. ~7 
·-.l.Ll4.~t 
















- L t..c....! t 
-7'/'j. ~ u 
-HI3.22 
-L"t~.t..:b 
- ,!t.,..;). j!:J 
-Z'-J'-J.I!I 
-.l:J3.t7 






















































































































































































., ,_ :J 










7 (j IJ 
7o"u 
7 iJ '1 
hd 




















































<tj4 v. uu 
lt4!) i..i. 0 l) 
4J;)u.vo 
4o5li.UJ 4 ., ';n:, • J \J 












t.. U~"-• '.,~\.i 
... uo"t.~v 




!) "iJ v. l)l) 





























2U 7. u 
~U7.J 








.i.C: 0. u 
~3voU 
.iU7.J 












































1t 7 11 j 
.:.. ; 7 '.>:i 
4'il::.':> 
~ -17 ;:.4 
4//'J'/ 
'• II '.J'.l 475':10 
4'/S~'i 
1
-t 7 5 dJ 
't I b .. ·r 

































4U(; ... ~ 
'to:;u•tU 





.... (J 1.) 71 
4oJ41 
4 '1 9 do 
4 {'J .&.::.. 
47du:> 
47oft. 




























_,, t;;(; • 0 (; 
-3f~:i.c::5 
-~~~~. 41 










141. '/7 1 (;!:). ·u_ 
lv.i.uv 
J.liO.~O 
2!Jv•o ~ 4 
t. G'l • • .,J. 
2J.S.4U 
.C:.::.u.ci'1 









:>UI .... 1 
34 J. Co J 
ifl.J.7 
~,U.t~~ 
£ !;.', • -1-U 
'-L j • ~: 1i 
.! .c.:'-; • i1 ~ 
1~.L .4-i 
-,~. I L 
~:). 3 1t 
4u.G;;, 




Data describing the traverse along Line 6 
Date Time Distance from Hei·ght Reading Anomaly 
minutes origin-metres metres gamma gamma 
~ 10 77 ·~ i" 1 u.u 't4o.O 4 ·n J0 -o::S.:,4 
0 1u 7"1 ':J "/U 10u.UU 44'J. u 47"/.:d -(.;1.3~ 
d l(J 77 '-Jo I ZJCi.\.iO 45.:S.O 47734 -c.A .~J 
ti 10 ·n 'Jv& i..~\J.\.)l) 4~5.J 4"17..:.l.i -o(}" ~:.~ 
u lU 77 :.,c.;;, 3t.u.uu <tjt...O 4/l:Ju -()2.':17 
b 10 "77 '-)uj 4~u.uu 't~v.U '"11/Jt. -c..7.£lj 
ti lu -rr '-Ju\J ~ou.uo 4:.,~ (;,. u 477!! -1 ud. vt· 
ci 1u 77 '-1~9 V-JU.OO 4!:Jd.O .:.,tl:.:J -U4.3L: 
ti 10 I l 9't::i U~U.JO 4o1.J 4 "i ., ~'J -l,r1.~'., 
t! J.(J 17 C,'t~ i.dv.UU 4oo.u 417Lo -c,!> • .:>o 
v lu 77 '-.1::.. ::i ':it.u.uU "T.5J.u <r "/ 1 Ll. --jo.Jc:. 
u 10 -, l '-)j£ lUju.OiJ 4jU.U 4"/"/",!.j -91.~1 
() 1U "17 ':,lj\.• U.1u.uo 4~ ""· u 4-/72..'j -':.1(:.. (.;~ G lU 7"1 ~-~c.) l1<,J.vu 4J"~ .u 4 "/"7 1 (j -103.::>'-i 
b 10 77 '-J2.o l47u.uv 4Uu.u 4"17.:.v -101.o'.i 
u i.v 77 ':1~4 1.:>!::v.UJ j';l u .o -177 b -106.':1~ 
t; 10 77 '>li.U 14~\..i.v\J .;)d3.U 4"1"/t.':l -·.~2..J3• 
d 1.0 rt '")16 J.tJ4i.J.uJ 37b.u 4 "1/u'J -1.1.£. u·~ 
u 10 ·n t;J1) 1 7•t u. uu 31~.0 til"!~ 1 -31.3v 
ti 10 1"1 ':71..:<.: 1..:iou.vU 3oti.-O 4"f<ic.;4 l72.5c., 
0 1u 77 I.Jvu ..:.J(...lJ.uO ilo1.0 477G':J -il7.4:;, 
ti 10 "1"1 ~'i'l. 20'.1(;.00 3 "lo. 0 4 7 ou-J -142..~') 
ti 10 77 0~0 ~L-Ju. JO :,o4.iJ '• 7uU -Ll1.4"f 
0 10 77 ~ud .::.;;,u~.Ju ::ld<t.ll 4li.u2 -.!d3.o:;. 
b lU 71 ou'l ~:.J.~.uo :;,ol..u 474~2) -=-~CJ.?..u'.l 
ti 10 17 o':JJ 2j~!;;.(;0 3v&.U 47'.:J7u -·.~:.;~.~4 
tl l\J 77 o'1l. -'..3~5.UJ 363.u 4lo3o -1uu.'.~'i 
8 1n .,., \Jti4 .• , "'7o"• ·"" ., 3uu.u 4lf\J_j -ll6.ll . .... . • '-.JIVoVV 
tl 10 "17 oJlJ L'ti.H..io UO 35o.O ... ru.?J -'-J l .<;,t.. 
ti 10 Tl u/9 256u.uv .353.0 '+loll) -l"J6.7L. 
8 lu 11 iJ TJ i7uu.ou 3<t6 .o 4fo!>4 -luO.!.i~ 
8 lu 7"1 u(... 't ~Uvv.iJv .:bu. u lt ·1 a _rc. -J. h .~'-J 
d 10 77 o~4 t.ti.;;,S.OU 315.0 4 7 ~ 4·u -~ou. !.11 
0 10 7"1 ti3't ::Suul.i.uU .:W:.; • v 4 74 "{l,r -j.:.•t • .;,~ 
u 10 "17 i..dU 310u.uu 2')o.u 475't7 -~56.41 
d lu "17 Ol.'t ~..:ou.llu LU7.0 4"/o'jb -l44.3t. 
u lO 77 olu 33uu.uu £7-J.U 4f~Uj -£~7."J7 
b 10 77 uUo J4Ju.Jo 2..o4.u 4 7~~1 _,.4-J. OL: 
b lu ·n ul. 5 35i.Ju.u0 ~4o.o 4 7 '.ilL -iL3o\i~ 
I 0 J.u 77 7'-J!J ::Suuu.oo .2.1!:.1.0 '• 1 7uot: -·;~7.01 
b 10 77 f7l :;u:..>u.uu .t..J4.i.J 't7t.5t. -la.t'-t.lc... 
(.i 1u "/"I 7oll ~/Ou.UU 19£.0 4774& -~';). "/4 
(j 1u "("{ 7:al ~ouu.uo luU.U 4 7 7 JL. -1t..u7 
l'i 10 77 JS2 410u.uu 17 ~. 0 477"1u -:."/.4(.; 
l9 1LJ 77 o!:>o 4~"-u.UU 1l2..U 't7 7 ~0 -uO.Ct.· 
l'-J 10 11 c.)~'J 4..:':1u.uu 17l..u "T7twl -l'T4.1.Jj 
.l•J lO 77 obO:: 4:.dv. Ou 1J•J. 0 4 "/64.:~ 
-1 c..~.'"'' 1~ 1L 77 i.i l.. 't 4•t.2u.uu £uo.u 47ol2. -..:.1::~. le 
1'.1 lu 11 ouo -~t4 Iv. ~oiu t.:1tJ.Li -i7uLll -t:....:.'-1."/i. 
. l ~~ l.U n l,;t: •J ·t4b<J. 01.) 2i... J. J 4754"J -~tj~.lC, 
l':# 10 n .j}() ~t :t'iL.. uu 2.2 t;,. 0 4751..: -31/.t-4 
l') li.J 77 i..b! 4;)lu.JJ ;._.z 7. 0 4 "f L; '-) 'j -:..:::.t-.-:,7 
1 •; lLl -II l.d1 4!.i2.i...JJ ~~ J. l) 4"l'TlJ -•, lv • lv 
l 'I lu II I.J "It. 4!>~..:..uv ;;:.::v.u ~t 7 .Jl.l.:: -4 ... ~.0~ 
l'J 1Ll 17 vuv .4:;,uu.uJ ~1o.iJ '-ti~'J: -4'-o.iJ 
l 'J lu T7 ovu 4t..,;v.uv .c.1o.v 't 1 1• L:. -'tv'1oJl 
l') 1v 17 ~ t. ) 't•.:d::...\JU .:..Ll.v '~"I'+ o I -_j:_.iU.L. .. ." 
l'i 10 I l uuu 4vl0.iJu ~u '~• v '• I 'j I.~ -i.t.1 ... :.-
l'l J.v r1 ~H .. 1 4"/U!j.uu ~u 1. u 41:)ol -~.:.~.vi.. 
.. ·, 
XXXIX 
Line 6 con;td. 
Date Time Distance from Height Reading Anomaly 
minutes origin-me-tres metres gamma gamma 
1-l 10 7l ti~J 4 7l.:J. ou 2Uu.O 't I b2.~ -lt.;4. ~': 
1~ lU 11 'JU 1 4 ·u_ v. UJ ~U4.U .:du5/ -ll.Jl .• "tu 
l'J 10 77 'ivu 47Ju.liu .:::u3.1.1 4 7 I Lu -lu!J.'1~ 
1~ 10 7l '1U!J 4"/j:,:.,.)l) LOL .. 0 '·; "( "/44 ..;.7J.(i:i 
L'i Lu Tl SIJ:J 4"1't5.uO zu.;.o .. //d4 -.Jd.~~ 
l~ lu 71 'J li ... 47v~.ulj .:::uu.o 't ., ii 2 ""i u • .::;u 
1 ':J 10 "17 u~lJ 't ·1~.. ~. uo l~u.u 4/tivU ~"/.U"/ 
19 10 7 7 :;u'-J 47<J~v.uu L'J&.u 't /i) 1U 4U.j.J 
1'7 lu .,., :11 0 4tiUO.lHi l'.lvoU 4/cl'~v 75.~t. 
L'J 1u -, I 'J.i..L 4olv.Uu l':J~.o 1t 7 o..; i.1 1 U4 • 4'" i<J 1u 77 ~l.! "tti.:.t.j,.Ul) l'i .... (J 4/'-.14'-.1 12.c.o.4/ 
l ... 1U II ':ilJ 4o3u.uu 1~3.0 4 7 'J"( 1 14 1:~ .1.: 
. l \j 1u Fl 'J J. '1· 4uic·u. ~U £,j.O 47ScJ"/ lc5.r/ 
l'l 10 "17 ~il ~ 4'-lO.UiJ .u !:> .li "t\lU 1 '-.1 lu _j • ·~ l. 
1~ 1v 77 'it.~ 't 0 '.i Li • l.hJ 4::£.:).() 4oaj4 'l9.v::. 
.i.'J 10 -, 7 'i ... J <t':ilu.\.>u .t...·.J 1. 0 ... &tv:::. t.t-7.c...::., 
L'J lU ,., ~24 4~3v.Uu c:::::.~.u -=tt;l.21 :;o::. .<:;~· 
l'J 10 77 ~.;.5 4~5u.uu Ljo.>J 11 uL ~.::: 31 c •. , ';; 
l'<t 10 7l '1 i. 1 4'J7u.uo ~.:;o.u 4ol!;d :,.:.;:).14 
lCJ lU Fl 'Ji!. ! 40:.,tio.UO :t.~~~u <td1:)j 337.0'7 .. 
1'1 lli 77 ~37·. 5uJ.v.uu £3-=t.u 4cdlS 357.uu 
l.') 1 ~J .,-, CJ~u !J040. vO i!.3J.U '• u 1 J.j ~c4.7t-
J.'l 1l) -,, '-J':J'1 ~Uuu.OU 232.0 tro lv•t ,:,4!).!,~ 
J.') lU "I" I '1<t.3 :)12v.OU ~3v.;J 4olc:..':i ?50.~;:: 
J.'; J.O l7 ':i45 ~'.l.~U.G\i ~~u.u 1·tl:ll ';,4 I 15 e \J•i-
l~ l(J -,-, 'i !:.11 :Jluv.vJ t.l9.0 4t.HI.J~ .:,7b.ut:. 
L'i lu .,., lJ!;J~ 5l·:~u. Ou 21.. "f • II 4o!'u ·; ., ""l ,_, . JIJ .. _,_, J. :; 
.i.O i"7 l.j:).:) !J ~~ u. ull l~CJ.U <, 0 1'~ J ~IU.uu 
1CJ 10 l1 ';!:.,.. !,) ~c::~v.vu .:::.:. 1t. u 't u l ! I j!) ., • v 1 
lCJ 1u .,., '1~u ~ ... uu.uu .i~.;). u 41J.!.ll .:>~ l • 7lt 
l"ii .i.\J -,., ':I.:J1 ~->1v.uu ~~ l. 0 '• ~ lo.:~ .:;.,~ .uL J.'J 10 "1"7 '-.J!iu !>J4o. uu L~ U • U 4d lSi ~.:..1.!:>'7 
J."i 10 71 'i ._, ':) !dt.;.i.UU 2.2u.u 4ol"tl j,21.!;1 
J.'J 10 1"1 '.Jt..L !:l't~ u. JU ~~ j. u 4 u l ~j juO ·'1£. 
l.lJ lu 77 'iul ~ 1tUU.UU c::~L.U 4oul:J L~~-L'-_; 
l') 10 77 '17t!. 5!;Jl.u.uu .:..3v.u .fo;.:;~~ LC,;2 • .:..L. 
l~ l:O Tl '7 ., ~ !J:...J!J.UO L.j4.0 4uvuv ~'-'!Jolt. 
J.'j 1v Tl ·n !J 5!:1"/~.iJU 23 b. 0 4t.:.uou ~ 4U. VI 
19 J.u 77 ~70 5l·,l_jl,..i .ou L.40.0 4C,U.;~ L.:J!..(.d 
l<J Lu 77 .; .,., ~.J::>u.Ju 2.jlJ.U - o l.i 1tL t...::.l.7U 
l':J 10 ·n ~'.IU ~':l'ili.ui.i 230.0 4 7':1 :JI.i l...: b. ':. ~) 
l'i lu "II lJu1 olivu.uu ~l 7. u <t"/':J',)C:, L:iv. :.,j 
l'J 10 ,., lUIJ4 bJ.5v.ijU .:::uo.o 4"/'7.:.7 H,5. ~ 1 
l.CJ 1u "II li.i~~ '-'41..i.vU l'1j.O 't h1u o 7. u'-; 1'.1 10 77 .luv"/ o3l:J.uu l':J2.v 't ., '1lJ l 1 d 0 (:, -· J.<j Lv 77 luLl u4uv.uu ~uu.u 4lo97 74 • .;,~ 
.-
. .1 ':i 10 .,., 1 u~ •t t,•'t't \,; • u l) ~u3.u 4 ·r •, l L 0"' • 1 ,; 
l~ lu "17 lv~u ~j4~.i.JJ 'i):;).J 4 7 \) '-i'J 7'J.Lj 
l'l 1U 7"/ H.:.JiJ "uc.. :..i .. ~·u ~uu.u 4 I o JJ !:19. ::.•, 
1':1 lll /7 l v :, '• o -, Ju •. JJ .1':1'..).\J ~t I ~·d 4...~·"-t. ~'i 1u -,-, l ;jJ 7 l:lr.;u.Uu J.u .... u .,"/J/l "to.~;..;; 
l'.il 10 7"/ lv't u o':iJv. J;J J. -, i. • Li •t / O~u t..l.:>i.. 
xxxx. 
LINE 1; Data describin~ the aeria~ traverse 
. "" 
Di.stance· from.-- Anomaly: 
origin-metres- gamma. 
l o.o -140 
2 102.4 -1.50 
3 ~5b.O -l5~ 
o4 44u.o -150 
5- 56~.2 -140 
6 6b5.b -130 
7 7lt~.d · -l~O 
8 74~ .4 -11u 
s 76ti.O -100 
10 7~3.6 -90 
11 b32 .o -uo 
12 L44.~ -7u 
13 oa3.2 -60 
lit ~:l1.c -su 
15 972.U -40 
16 I.}'Jo.4 -30 
1 i 1024.0 -20 
lt: l0 1t-ii.~ -10 
19 .l Uo.o .u 0 
2( LL.13.6 lU 
21 l.l;,'J.~ 20 
22 lJ."/7 .6 3U 
23 1~41.6 30 
24 126"/ -~ .lO 
2~ 1~'12 .u J.U 
2c .l3lu.4 0 
27 l..:S5o.o -10 
LB 1433.6 -20 
21) .Li6l.b -~o 
30 1702 .~.. =-l5 
31 li7':J.2 -30 
3~ l(j:;jQ.4 -40 
3::i l1J6U.6 -50 
3'4 l d!:f4 .4 -6J 
35 1'"720.0 -70 
36 1945 .6 -uu 
3 i lS'JtJ.U -90 
38 L0oo.4 -'.:15 
3c.i .ll"fo.O -90 
4G 2252 .. 8 -eo 
41 L43,.0 -·/u 
-42 LSOB.u -bO 
-43 25S5.6 -50 
44 ;.139.2 -40 
-45 2 H4 J.. 6 -30 
46 .l93l .2 -~0 
47 3123.2. -.1.0 
4c 3430.4 0 ,., Cf fllf 
./ .. : 
X XXXI 
LINE 2 Data describing the aerial traverse. 
:~ 
D~tance from: Anomaly·. 
.origin-metres· gamma. .-.. 
1 0 .o -31) 
~ 15SU.4 -40 
.. l.b4b.4 -50 ... 
~ lUuO .u -bO 
5 2102.·4 --, () 
6 l204.d -oo 
7 2~56.0 -90 
f 2307.2 =100 
9 .2435.£ -150 
10 25HS.8 -£00 
l.i 2665.6. -1!>0 
1.2 2.768.0 -J.uo 
13 l7~3 .6 -90 
14 .i!tsl9.2 -uo 
15 LtJ3~.o -70 
U: 2~21.6 -60 
17. L~ljf'o .4 -60 
18 307!>.2 -10 
19 ..ll52. 0. - tl(J 
20 ,j22ti.~ -'iO 
21 32ciO.O -luO 
~~ .33~i5.2' -110 
23 .3~3.J .t~ -lLO 
24 3472.0 -l3U 
l5 .3484.o -140 
26 354o.il -150 
2 7 3~E7.2 -160 
28 361.2 .u -170 
2~ 375J.b -1/U 
3C 3779.2 -160 
~1 J.(J1'7 I. _, ..... ,'\ ~w.a. 1 eu -~JV 
'l -
..J£ 3tHll.6 -100 
33 3'JlU .0 -90 
"ol. I~ 3945.6 -&0 
-. 35 39':.16.H .:. 7iJ 
36 4035.2 -60 
3i 4176.0 -55 
Hd: Gf flLE 
\:1:.~.: ~ ..... 
...... . .. ·-
. ·-,.:1 
,1(. XXXXII 
LINE 3 Data.describing the aerial traverse 
Di.s tan.ce from... ·Anoma~ · ·-. 
o·rlgi.n-mei£re'i . ., ....... -
·-
gamma· 
... ., .. 
1 o.o -42 
t. tw .o -40 
3 1~7~.2 -30 
't 26ll.L. -.::;o 
5 ~~20.ti -40 
(; 3"lU7. 2 -50 
7 3ti99 .2 -6u 
6 39UU.B -bO 
~ 4u5.2.u -50 
10 4!6Ci.O -51.) 
11 . 1t244. 0 -60 r; 
l-' 4LCJ6.u -"/0 13 4'"j 1t-"l .2 -t:!IJ 
1-4 455.£.0 -90 
15 4o..:S3.6 -lUO 
lc ~Ul.l.b -11 u 
11 !:1140.8 -115 
U:s .5.2 bl .6 -110 
1s· !> "/04. 0 -110 
2C 5~S8.4 -lLO 
~l o:.:.9~ .o -LJU 
22. b4u4.d -J..LO 
.,lj 6tdb ·'t -.l.lu 
2.4 <.,702.4 -lUU 
~5 o85t..O -50 
26 tJ934:: oU 0 
2i 7035.2 50 
2e 11~0.4 1uo 
2~ -,1 )<h .n l.!.U 
3C !1221 :l 11.0 
31 -72..65.6 lJO 
32 7.;.1c.u 140 
3~ '-,~~3 .. 6 150 
34 7o24 .u 155 
3!) 7otiO.U J.!)O 
Jl: bl.l0.4 J.40 
jJ ti340 .& 1.30 
3b ()OL2.4 1~0 
3'i 8c7o.'t 110 
40 9236.8 100 
41 S492 .8 90 




LINE 4 Data describing the a:erial traverse 
Dis.tance. fJ:.Qm... .. ~Oit:l.~· 
......... 
ori:gin-me·t·re"S" gamma: I 
1 0 .o. -4'j 
2 20~.·2 -40 
, 3 l.b£!..2 -~0 
"" 4 40 5:1 .i. -30 
.. 4u.:;4.u -4u .,. 
tJ 5;jJ3.~ -!>0 
7 53ti4 .4 -c:.O 
t 544o.4 -7u 
9 5525 • .2 -uo 
10 5S7t~.4 -'JU 
l 1 5t~02.0 -lJO 
12 56/ij.i:i -.l.lU 
13 5'730.0 -120 
lit ~766 ·'t -130 
15 5UOo .b -l.4U 
1{; 5632.4 -150 
17 5'JUY.2 -lsu 
18 59.34.0 -140 
lS 5973.2 -1.3u 
20 6024.4 -llU 
21. tJ114.0 -.&.10 
2L oL-i.Z.O - .&.l.l.i 
2.3 o::.1u.u -lLO 
2Lt 6370.0 -130 
.25 6.39!:1.6 -l4u 
~t o't.l1.2 -150 
:.n b4'H~.u -2U0 
20 6!:i6:C::.O -~5U 
.2S 6613.2 -.HiO 
30 oo77.L -.35u 
::Sl b-(54.0 .. •· -400 
32 6U5Q. 4 .. -4uu 
33 6958.6 -350 
34 '/Olu.U -3UO 
35 ·/uut~.u -~~u 
36 7112 .4 -~ 1t0 
3; . -, 150. u -lJO 
3i: 72'tU .4 -~1.() 
3'.1 -, ~6o .4 -L 10 
4C 14'76.4 -~J..O 
41 7o50.0 -Ll!:i 
4L 777o.O -l1U 
it3 7b54.ti -2JO 
44 1':15"1.2 -lUO 
4~ U034.U -150 
it{.; til81.t. -lUO 
47 b29u.u -!>U 
4t. ii443e6 0 
49 b54b.O 50 
5C d6;::~.o 100 
5 l . tio6l.2 l.lU 
52 b"J £5.2 lLu 
1: ":1 c'l76.4 L:Hl ~ oJ 
54 UU40.4 140 
55 oti9l..6 150 
.5{: 9vu6.a 160 5-, ~.314 .o . l7u 
5~ ~749.~ ltJU . 5'j c;goz.u .L!)u 
60 lOOlb.O ..1..40 
b1 10146.0 13U 
62 10312.4 .l.-'U 
t:3 lv~l7."- J.l.Q. 
t:4 lU594.0 lU~ 




LINE 5 Data describing the aerial traverse 
-
Di.s.tance. ·rrom.. Anomal¥. 
.. 
or!gin-nretre-s· gamma· 
l 0 .(j -30 
2 3So.ts -~u ..... 
. 71'J.l -4U 
-4 1114 .o -4U 
,;. l265.o -40 .. 
c .l_,tw.a -~0 
1 l457.o -40 
t' 1483 • .2 -su 
9 l~b5.b -til) 
10 loo2.4 -100 
1 l lbl:lti.U -110 
12 l. "152. • 0 -112 
13 lUl6.0 -110 
l~j lti67.2 -lOU 
15 1 ~1b .4 -()0 
lc l96S.o -70 
.. 17 .2.0~9.2 -70 lo 2110.4 -<;0 
lc:i .2148.8 -1uo 
20 2HH .~! -i..J.O 
21 ·2.212.U 
-l'u 2.:t:. ~~~l.L - L,u 
2.3 £:2tl9.6 -140 
.24 l.JlS.L -l.!>u 
.lS 2 1t30.4 -b.hJ 
;(.6 ~5r.H .2 -;::£5 
l'l' 2t.d5 • .l -2SO 
ld 2673.6 -;;.75 
2~ L lb3 .2 -3UO 
30 ,2<j':;3.6 -JSO 
31 3~7!> .2 -.3 (j() 
32 35o2.4 -.2.:;)L) 
)_j ;j'/36.0 -LW 
34 3u5i.2 _,uo 
35 3940.U -1uv 
3b 40't3 .2 . -!SO 
.:n 4120.0 -131.) 
·31:l 44:::22.4 -luO 
3S 43~4.u -so 
4C 44 '1 0 ·'t 0 41 454,.4 50 4' "t6l9.~ llJO 
.lt3 ~o70.4 1!:>0 
44 4"134.4 170 
45 4'/'18.4 zou 
46 4~13.6 ;ljQ 
4"1 501o.o '!;)l) 
4c 5CS2.U 2oO 
4<i S.2S~.2 2oO 
50 5348.~ 2.50 
51 5464.0 2JO 
5~ 55bb.4 210 
53 ~630.4 ~uc 
54 ~713te-.O ltiu 
55 591~.0 lou 
5l: 6001.6 150 
57 61<;3.6 130 
5o o449 .6 1.1.0 
.5 c; .· 6603 ·'- 1 uo 
60 6H0t).0 90 
61 711~.2 tiO 





































































LINE 6 Data describing the aerial. traverse 
. Distance: from. ·.Anom~:r.~ .. 
-·· .. 
orig:br-me.tre·s: galiiDlB:. 
0 .o -30 
'1~~ .4 ' -:30 
13U0.4 -40 
l.4S5 ob -40 
15£1.2 -3l) 
lu4Y.2 -:;o 
l."/17 .2 -40 
1bS4.U -50 
1905.2 -6l) 
2 0 5 d • b \ -1-0 
.2lti6.u -ao 









L596 ·'• -uw 
.:: 6 2 2 • 0 •. l. lJ u 
2647.6 -2..00 















4560 ·'• 0 
4oJl.6 su 







520"/ .6 3UO 
:Jl.."l.l.o- 29u 




















fiLE 7l6o.o tlu 
